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ABSTRACT 

A microprocessor based moment analyzer for the 

measurement of the first four stati~t.ical moments of a randqm or periodic .. 
signal has been dev~loped and implemented. The processing circuitry uses 

the cur~ent state-of-the-art semiconductor components to produce an 

instrument that is cheaper and more compact th~n .all previous implementations. 
\,.. 

It also provides mOTe flexibility and demopstrate~ the CUTrent design 

philosophy of employing programmable LSls as major building blocks. The 

instr.ument consists of two tustom designed boards and utilizes the 

mi~roAcessor as I'lell as other facilities in, an existing INTEL Prompt 80 

mi..crocomputer deyelopment sys.tem. 
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Chaptct I 

Introdu-ction 

In the past years~ various te~~niques have been developed for 
. . .,.. 

the real time measurement of statistical moments associat~d with random 
' .. 

or periodic signals. These experimental 'procedures are helpful' in the 

characterizing of a Si~l since its sta~istical ~roperties c~~ be closely 

approximated once all the moments are determined. Thus a system can be 
- I 

identified" by analy:ing its ,outputs, from which the con~ol parameters 

can also be derived. Earlier works i~ this area'~ere concentrated around 

the app~ication of digital measuring·methods in most cases of which, 

_special"purpose digital computers we-re involved. With the aid of fast 
" , 

and accurate analog to digital cQnvcrtors as a mean of quantization, 

the-se "I ins.tr}tlnents have- achieved better than 1% error in the measurement 
\ / 

fot;;' momen t S. of all 

A powerful weight~d FeeJ algorithm, which completely elimInated 

the requirement of multiplication in the generation of higher order 

mom~nts fram a sample, was Jeveloped by Deist and Kltai 1 in 1963. Later 
., 3 4 

implement;ltlons by others-' , wen' based on thIS algoot"lun ,lIld e'Xtensive 

investigations of the error chJractcristics asiociatcd With such a process 

had been carried out. In 1971, the design and implementation of 3 , 
-- special purpose computer for the ft.'al time measurement of all four moments 

( ' ' 
W3/S described by ~lajlt}ll'1.4 The Ulstruml'llt built was capable of 

accom~odating input signals of up to 5 J.-II: ;Uld had a maximum s;lmpling 
I 

( 

.... 

. 
I'.. 
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rate of 100 kllz. However, a total of mo~ than 400 TTL (Transistor-
" 

Transistor Logic) chips were employed, '~hich made it less attractive in 
co: 

many applications due to its size. 
-I!fj· ' 

Recent advances in the state-ofrart semiconductor technology 
:. 

have dramatically changed the design philosophy of digital systems. 

Especially after the introduction 'of the first four bit ,PMOS (P-channel 

Metal Oxide Sem1conductor) microptocessor by INTEL in 1972, the world of 

digital signal processing has emerged into a new era. Versatile micro-

processors are replacing numerous complicated hardwired logics in 

practically every possible environment where speed is not critical. 
'. 

This has resulted in enormous reduction in costs and great space efficiency 

in most cases. The power of microprocessors is further enhanced by the 

large varieties of supporting peripher~l logic chips supplied by the 

manufacturers. These chips, into which thousands of logic gates are 

integrated, can be programmed ,to perform 

have re~uired hundreds of discrete logic 

dedicated functions 
~/) 

chips in the ~st. 

that could 

One area of 

apGlication of these devices is in digital instrumentation in which the 

'flexibility of a microprocessor is providing a significant ~egree of 
, . 

freedom in the control of measurements and the analysis of data. Many 
.. 

instruments of such a nature have, been produced for various purposes and 

among them~ the moment analy:er is just an example. .. 
This thesis describes th~ de~ign and implement~tlon of a moment 

analy:cr which resides in an existing microprocessor development system-

the INTEL Prompt ~OS __ as a sub-system. A different ap~roach of processing 

is considered, in ~hich the feasibility of the Weighttd Feed algorithm is 
I . 

challenled. [ombined with t~e ~ecent tQchnological advances, it has 

resQlted in an instrument 'which demonstrates compa~able pe~formancc with. 

tf' 
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m~ciCnCY' 
as follows. 

, 
Some salient characteristics of the instrument are 

, 
1. It accommodates input signals of up to IS kHz. 

2. The sampling rate is variable within a ra~ge of 3 to 9999 ' 

microsecond. ,... 
3. The sample 'size\is variable withi"n a range of 1 to 9999. 

4. The results are available immediately' after a measurement in 

sign and magnitude form in decimal code. 

• S. ,Measurement ~an be irogrammed for a fixed sample size or a 

complete period of the inr.ut signal. 

6. for a one cycle measurement, the period of the input signal . 

. is availabl e as ,a result. 

7. The instrument is controlled solely by Key entries through 

the keyboard and display assembly of the microprocessor 

development system. There arc practically no switches to 

operate. 

8. the results are displayed on the keyboard and display assembly, 

which also serves to monitor a measurement in progress. , 
'Two algorithms for the computation of the four statistical moments 

. . 
from the digitized samples of a signal are presc~ted in Ch~pter 2. The 

Weighte~ Feed algorithm is ~ompared with the method of direct accumulation 

based on hardware requirements for the gcner3tion of high order moments. 
" 

It is conclude~ that the former is less efficient in the sonse that an 

extra bit is required to be handled if both arc retaining the same resolution 

of eight bits in the quantization process. The second algorithm IS therefore 
(\/, 

used in s,ubsequent implementation of the instrument. 

('. . ' 
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To adapt an instrument to a computer system as a sub-system, 

the key features of the host system have to be fully understood before 
{ , ;?-

}~y actual design can ~e initiated. ·Chapter 3 is devoted to this purpose. 

I'll this chapter, the structuTe and operation of the INTEL Prompt,...80 

microprocesso~ developme~t system and its central processing clement, 

the INTEL SBC 80/106 single ·board computer, are detailed. The adaptation 

has resulted in significant savi~g in software and hardware overhead, 

which are reflected in the discussion of th~ hardware and software 

requirements for configuring the inst~u~ent. 

Chapter 4 concerns itself with the ha~dware design involved in the 

instrument. It follol,'s the step by step protessing of a quantized %'lmpl e 

produced by t~e s~mpling circuit and describes the hardware that is 

desi.gned for each bf the processes. The current design philosophy of. 

using LSI (Large Scale Integration) chips as principal building blocks 

has been adopted throughout the de.sign process and is able to keep the 

chip count to ah~ut 80, which makes it possible to confine all hardware 

components to H.-o 6.75 hy 12 in. boards. 

In Chapter 5, the soft'vare that controls. the instrument is 
, 

analy:ed by tracing the £1Olv of control during initialization and the 
J 

course of a measurement. About one and a half kilobytes of macnine' code 

program have been written exclusively for running the instrument. This 

additional sof.tware module is designed to fit into the limited memory 

space in the Prompt 80 that is av~ilable to p user. It is inconspicuous 

(~ all operations of the Prompt 80 monitor although parts of the resJdcnt 

mon'i tor have been nl tercd 'to accommodate the extra interrupt originating 

from the instrument. 

, I 
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Concluding"the thesis, Chapter ~ reveals the results of testing 

the performance of the instrument with AC and DC sig~blS as inputs. From 

these results, the error of the instrument is estimated. These are 

followed,by suggestedjurther ext~nsions of hardware and software that 

may serve to improve the instrument. 

o 
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Chapter 2 

Algorithms For Statistical Moments 

2.1 Introduction 

The use of digital equipment in the proces~ing of analog data 

requires the analog signal to be sampled at discrete time intervals and 

digitized into finite-length digital words. Hardware and software 

algorithms can then be employed in the analysis of the digital data to ' 
~ 

produce meaningful results. This quantization of the signal governs the 

accuracy of an irtstrument a~ well as its complexity. 'Increase in the word 

length improves th~ accuracy but adds complexity as the number of 
o 

'p~ocessing elements is increased. It is therefore essentiil,in the early 

stages of the development to determine the optimal combination of word 

length and algorithm from the points of v~ew of efficiency and cost 

effectiveness. 

Two, algorithms for the computation of the four statistical moments 

are presented in this chapter. Each is discussed in detaAl.and also with 

regard to the hardware genera~ion of the higher order moments from the 

~igitized samples. A comparision is maae in the l~st,section and the 

best algorithm and word length combination is chosen for subsequent 

development. 

.: 

6 t, 
i 
~ 
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2.2 Direct Accumulation 

The kth statistical moment mk of a time varying ra~dom signal vet) 

for a finite period T is defined by the time average integral as 

mk = +-1: vk Ct) dt (2.1) 

or by the expectation integral as 

ink = E {/(t)} 

= J~ro vk (t) f (v) dv 
(2.2) 

""here fCv) is the probabil i ty density function of vCt). 

Assume that vet) is sampled at discrete time intervals of length 

~t and quantized into n intervals on either side of zero with 

~) 

n = 2£. (2.3) 

\\ 

During the quant:ization process vet) is quantized with reference to'a 

• fixed standard Vs to produ'ce the digital word r of length 2 according to, 

the relation 

r = :', n vet) 
V 

(2.4) 
s 

." 
If a total of ~f samples are taken during the pe~iod T such that 

# 

T = ~fM (2.5) 

---

• 
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then the ti'me average integral in equation (2.1) can be written in a 

qiscrete form v 

1 
M 

mk = "T L }(iL\t) b;t 
i=l 

I 
M r. V 

}k ~ E {sign(v. ) 1 s llt = Mllt 
i= I 

. 1 n 
#? 

V k M 
{ sign (v .) r.} k 

. s 
E = --;r- i= I . It 1 . } 

where v. is the value of vet) at time of the ith sa~ple and 
/ 1. y 

corresponding d-i'gital word .. 

r. 'the 
1 

(2.6) 

From eq~ation (2.6), it is obvious that the k th mome'nt can be 

directly obtained 'by accumulating {sign(v.) r.}k for every i ~nd 
1 1 

8 

norma~izing with the value V k/C·Mnk). The process is straight .forward and 
s 

k 
'Simple except that it requires th~value of {sign(\) ,ri } ~o be availabl~ 

lat time of each accumulatioil. For real time applications it means that 

k 
r has to be generated from r In a period of time less than Cl t after the 

sampling and digitizing have been completed. The normalization at the 

end of the accumul.~tion .can be simplified by, sui table choice of V sand n. 

~rultiple input-multiple 9utput comb~natoMial c~tcuit can be used 

to obtain rk from r as they both 'have f~nite.values. This is the fastest 
" 

method but invoI'ves large amount~ of hard\~are and exc.cssi vc wi ring. 
, ' . 

. Si~~ler cir~uit clesigna result if mul~ipliers or read-ortly-memory (ROM) 
~ 

look-up-table are used • . 
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2.3 Weighted Feed Algoritbm 

, I 

IH th the same number of quantization levels 'as described in the 
< a 

previous section, equation (2.'2) can al,so be written in a discrete form 

n k m
k " E v 'tp (v ) 

, 
(2.7) r r r::::-n 

'\ 

I)'here vr is the value o~v(t) represented by level r and p(v ) the discrete r 
~ 

probab,ility density function of vet) for level r within period T. If v' , r 
th th -, 

is 'represented by the mid-level value between ;he r anci (r+l) level 
l.-

such that ~ 

2r+l 
V v :::: 

r 2n 5 

" ..\ 
I 

then equation (2.7) becomes 

which 

m :::: V,k 
k s 

n 
L 

r=-n 

can bf rewritten 

.. 
V k 

n 
mk 

:::: L s r=-n 

( 2r+l ')k (v) 
2n, p r 

as 

2r+l 
( )(P - Pr +1) 2n r 

where P is r probab,ility that the voltage 

/ 

~ • 
exceeds the th 

r 

~ 
the positive and negative parts of equation (2.10) gives 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

level. Separating 

(2.11) 

'. 
" 

-, 

" 

./ 
\ 

'~ 
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I , 

-n 
= V k E < CP 

s - r 
(2.12) 

~ r=O 

The similarity of the two equa~ion~ allows the developmen~ of the algorithm 

for one to be applied to both. Expanding ~+' one obtains 

:; v.sk. {(Po+ _'p ')(_l_)k + (P _ P )(_3_)k + ••• 
mk+ 1 '2n 1 2 2n 

• •• + (P 
r 

• •• + 

) 

2r+1 k 
P r+ 1) ( 2n ) + ••• 

th For practical pruposes the n level is never exceeded and the 
" 

reduces to 

i· 
:V k p + 

1 
n-l k k s 0 

mk+ :; + E P .f(2r+l) (2r-l).} 
(2n)k (2n) k r=l r 

(2.13) 
" 

equation 

(2.14) 

. The first term CVsk Po+)/(2n)k in equation (2.14) represents the contri

bution ~6 mk+ due to samples in the first quantization_level. It is 

usually small except for k=l and smal\7:,n. In general, ho\"eyer,. if n is 
" 

large enough, this'term is' negligible 'even for k=l. This approximation, 

is necessary for further simplific:ation of the equation to obtain the 

weighting numbers correspond!ng to the n levels 6f each moment. 

Let C denote the number of samples that exceed the rth level 
r . 

S4ch that for total number of positive samples ~I , 
J.\ + 

C ~ 
p:; r 
r ~ 

+ 

~. . . , 
.' 

•• 

, \ 
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2 1 for 3r » 
4" 

Fot the fourth moment, k=4, 

V 4 , n-l 
3 s L C {64r l6r} .~ m4+ c + 

M (2n)4 r=l r 
+ 

C} 

V 4 n-l 
3 .s L C {4r r} :;: 

4 
+ 

M n r=l r 
+ 

V 4 n-l . s r 4r3C (2.20) , 
4 M n r=l r 

+ 

3 for 4r »r. 

In th-e'1:ast twd equations, it is assumed that the full scale o'f 

the sampling and d'igitiz,ing ci;rcuit is al\~ays utilized, so that the 

approximations hold. From these equations, a general form for mk+ can be 

derived 

V k 
s 

\ 

(2.21) 

This expression leads to the dire~t calculation of the weighting numbers. 

Consider if a sample occurs that exceeds level r, then all levels 

\ 

•• 

from 0 to (r-l) are also exceeded. The total contribution to mk+ nccording 

to equation (2.21) is 

r 
, • k k-l Wk :;:, L q' " r 

q=l 
(2.22) 

-' 
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\V
k 

is termed the wei.ghting factor for the rth level of the k th moment. 
,r 

This allOl.,ts real' time contri,bution of the sample to mk+ to be accumulated. 

If W
k 

can be generated from r, equation (2.21) then "becomes 
,r 

V k 
s 

M,+ 
l: 

i= 1 
(2.23) 

Where Wk,r. is the weighting factor for the ith sample. The negative parts 
1 

are similarly obtained and subtracted from the positive parts for the odd 

moments arid added to the positive parts for the even moments. Normalization 

k k . 
of the final rcsul t by V / (Mn ) produces the moments. 

s 

The weighting factors deduced from (2.22) fOT the individual 

moments are 
( 

WI = r ,r 
(2.24) 

W = r (r+l) 
2, r , 

(2.25) 

~ W3 
I 

= IT(r+l) (2r+l) 
,T 

(2.26) 

~ 

2 2 W4 
:: r (r+ 1) 

,r (2.27) 

Using thes-e and equation (2.23) the fina 1 form for the moments c:m be 

established 

V . ~I 
) 

$ ml 
= Mil 1: ~ign(vi)ri 

i:: l' 
(2.28) 

'\.-
V 

2 
M s r sign ( v. ) 2 r. (r. + 1 ) m2 

:: --2-
~In i=1 1 1 1. 

(2.29) 
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V 3 M 
m3 = -2.-3' E sign(v.)3 '2

1 
r.Cr.+l)(2r.+l) 

MIl 
'1 1 1 l' 

(2.30) 

V 4 
s 

,Mn4 -

i= 1 

(2.31) 

• 
All three methods d1scussed in the previous section can also be employed 

for the generation of '\ from r,. 
, r i 1 

However, the word length requireme~t 

is different. A more detailed review is presented in the next section, , 

, . 
2.4 . ehoic~ of Algorithm 

" 
For a microcompster based instrument •. the word length usually ~ 

resides with that of the microprocessor so that the capacity of the system 

can be utilized to its full extent. As the instrument is intended to be 

adapted to the Prompt 80 microprocessor development system which is 

developed around~e eight bit SBe 80/10 computer, it is obvious 'that the 

word length is to 'be eight or a mul tiple of eight. 

In this ca~eJ .a w6rd length of eight is chosen for the reason 

that word lengths of sixteen and aboye result in too big a system. the 
l 

accuracy of which far exceeds that required by an averaging process. 

Eight bit quantization on both s~des of zero gives J'total range of more 

than 500 levels, which leads l~ u rcsolut~on of better than O,l~ of full 
• r 

, 
scale as the l!nCertalnty of ~hc quant.iza~ion process is in half the lcas.t 

significant bit'. -This provides enough accuracy for the intended instrument 

if proper scaling c;an be -Jane before sampl,ing. 



" 
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" 
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\ 

IS 

Upon determination of the wor~ 

algorithms c'an be analyzed ~,i th regard 

length, the fcasibilities of the 
~, 

to thei~W3re and software ... ' . 
requirements. In the case where k=l, equation (2.6) is identical to 

eqllati~n (2.28.), which is merely the direc£:,:umUlation of :he samples. 

For k!.~; both alsorithms require the gener,tion of,t~: values to be 
.,... "" . 

accumulated from the sample. Contrasting qua~ions (2.29) to (2.31) with 

equation (2.6- evenls that in each case one more bit has to be handled 

numbers are to be used. That means extra processing elements 

arc necess t also reflects the adver~e effect of ~hc approximations 

in, the development of the weighted feed algorithm as ~quatiQn (2.6) is 
-' 

obtained with no approximatipn at all, 

The weighted fe~ algorithm is therefore inferior under these 

considerations no matter \'I'hat method of generation and accumulation ar,e 
. . 

to be uif' Thus the method of direct accumulation is chosen and this 
, -, 

allows the instrument to be configl\rcd after featurts of th& host 

microcomputer system have been discussed in the next Chapter. 

f 

\. 

/ ". 

f. 

{ 
,-
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Chapter 3 

i 

Adaptation to Microcomputer System 

- I 

3.1 Introduction 

The speed of a microprocessor is limited. If it is programmed to 
" 

produce the contribution r.k to each moment and to accumulate them, the 
1 

amount of ti~e required to process each sample \1'111 be excessive. - This 

restricts the input signal bandwidth so that only slow varying signals 

can be analyzed. To overcome this, high speed ha,rd\wre has, to be employed 
II 

to extend the upper frequency limit. 

Under these considerations, the role of the ,microprocessor in the 
I -

system can be very clearly defined. It takes up the processi~g of data 

where speed is not critical and provides the suitable man-machine interfa~e 

by converting keYboard~pmma~ds into cont,rol signals that drive the high 

speed hardware. 
I 

The final results of a measurement can also be processed 

, and displayed with the aid of the microproce?sor. 

It is intended that th~ instrument is to reside in an existing 
, 5 

INTEL Prompt 80 development system as one of its sub-systems so that 

the CPU (Central Process'ing Unit) and other facilities of the host' system 

can be utilized as parts of the instrument. In this way, the cost of 

tl)e instrument and the time taken to. design it can be sign?hcantly 

,reduced. In this chapter, various features of the INTEL SBe 80/106 

computer and its host system the INTEL Pr,ompt 80 are -presented. The 

16 
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major hardware and software building blocks that are required to configure 

the instrument are then identified and briefly described. ":'These lead to 

the final detailed designs which are featured in, the two subsequent chapters. 

3.2 INTEL SBe 80/10 Computer 

The SBC 80/10 ts a self-contained single board OEM (Original 

E,quipment Manufacturer) computer designed with full ut ilization of the 

current state-of-art LSI (Large Scale Integration) technology. It is 

complete in the sense that the CPU, minimal amount of memories, I/~ 
o 

(Input/Output) ports plus thei~ necessary drivers are integrated into a 

6.72 in. by 12 in. printe~ circuit boar4 ~ form a stand-alone computer 

syste~ that can be used in a great variety of environments. A block 

~iagram of the computer is given in figure 3,1. 

The CPU cohsists of three LSI chips, the most important of which 

is the INTEL 80807 microprocessor that is capable of processing eight 

bits of parallel"data. It accepts cry tal controlled two phase clock 

signals from a 8224 7 clock driver- fqr the generation of internal and 

external timing signaLs necessary for proGessing of data and access to 

memories and I/O ports. Limited by its number of pins, some of the 

external control signals are sent out as a coded status word on the data 

bus during the first state of a machine cycle, which,a 82387 system , 
controller latches and decodes into more usable signals to be supplied 

to vari6us part of the computer: 

There are sixteen address lines for addressing memories, half 

of whic~"also double as I/O address lines~· This allows the CPU to address 

directly up to 65532 memory~~cations and 256 I/O ports. One special 

featdre of the 8080 microprocessor is that it has a.READY input which 
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enables the CPU to accpss devices that a~slow in response .compared to 

its cycle time. When a read/\~itc signal is sent to a device after the 

address is stable on the addres's bus, it does not proceed ,any further 

with the data on the data bus until the READ1 signal has become h,igh. 

\'lait states are inserted to achieve the necessary synchronization; however, 

the CPU will enter an infinite wait period if a non.:.exi..stent device is 

addressed. In the SBC 80/10, this is remedi6d by trigg~ring a monostable 

which'automatically supplies a READY signal after 9 milliseconds through 

the RDYIN input of the 8224. READY signals. from on board memories and 

I/O ports are also ORed to this line and for external modules, the AACK 
I . 

line on the external bus ~s provided to serve the same purpose. 

Two types of memories are available to the user. The volatile 

RAN (Random Access Memory) c?nsists of eight 256 by 4 - bits 8IlIA7 static 

.RAN chips with a total or 1024 bytes. Addresses of the RAM are from 3C~1' 

. (hexadecimal) to 3FFF. There are four 24 pin sockets for 4096 bytes of 

,. 

non-volatile ROM (Read Only Memory). 'Both 8708 EPRO~ls (Erasable an~ 

Electrically Reprogrammable ROM) and 83087 masked programmable ROMs 

with an organization of 1024 by 8 bits can be installed in these sockets. 

ROM addresses are from ~ •• ~ to ~FFF. 

The computer communicates with the outside through two 8255 PPls 7 
. ' 

(Programmable Pelripheral Interfaces) and a 82S1 USART 7 (Universal 

Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter). ' Each PPl pr~vides four 
. . 

parallel I/O ports three of which can be configured to exchange data with 

external peripherals in a great variety 0" I/O modes. The fourth port .~ 

accepts only command words from the CPU for the control of the PPI. , 

Sockets' for TTL (Transistor Transistor Logic) .1)uffers are provided foZ 

the I/c) lines. The 8251 .uSART is a serial communication link that occupies,; 
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two I/O addres.seS:., Qata can be transmitted and received serially through 

the 8251 in various software selectable modes and a common 20 rnA current 

loop interface has been prewired to support a teletype. To select a 

specific mode command words are written into one of the I/O ports.and the 

USART is programmed accordingly. The same port is used for reading in the 

status while the other is dediCated to data transfer. Baud rate for the 

USART is obtained by counting down the 18.432 MHz system clack and is 
, I 

~ " 

jumper selectable. A list of I/O addresses are tabled in table 3.2. 
; 

'All blocks in th~ computer are joined by the three internal buses 

which carry the data, addresses and timing signals. ProVision ~or external 

expansion is through the external bus dr~ver that buffers between the 

negative. true external bus and the' internal bus. Compatible modules can 

be attached to the external bus and addressed in a manner' similar to the 

on-board blocks. The external bus comes out of the board through a 86 

pin edge connector Pl. A listing of the pin assignments for PI is given 

in table 3.3. 

As an OEM board, the SBC .80/ I CJ comes \~i th no system software. 

However, a t,~o kilo~yte system monitor resident ~n two '8708 EPROMs can be 

purchased from INTEL to configure a general purpose computer.. This allows 

user programs to be loaded and executed via a,serial terminal. Additional 
. \ 

featur~s include the examination and alteration of CPU registers and 

punching and reading of paper tape files. 

/ . / 
/ 

( 
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Table 3.2 PROMPT 80 I/O ADDRESSES 

I/O ADDRESS FUNCTION 

. 

E4 , PPII Port A 

E5 .0 PPII Port B 

. E6 PPII Port C 

E7 PPIl aentrof Port 

E8 \ PP.I2 Port A 
\ . 

,/ 

E9 PPI2 Port B 

EA I PPI2' Port C , 
, , 

EB PPI2 . Control Port , -,-. 
\ EC/EE * USART Data Port 

; 

ED/EF * USART Control Port 
" 

-

* Jumper Selectable 

I 
.. 

\ '~ 



Table 3',3 SBC 80/10 EXTERNAL BUS 

I - . 
I PIN MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION . 

1, 2 GND Signal Ground 
3, 4, 5, 6 VCe. +5V DC 
7, 8 VDD ' +12V DC 
9, 10 VBB· -SV DC 
11, 12 GND Signal Ground , 

>' 13 BCLK/ Bus Clock 
14 IN IT/ Initialize 
IS ( ~ BPRN Bus 'Priority In 
16 Not,Used . 
17 BUSY! Bus Busy 
18 

, 
Not Used , , 

19 MRDC/ Memory Read Command 
20 ~'lTC/' Memory Write Command . 
21 lORC/ I/O Read Command 
22 IOIVC/ I/O Write Command 
23 XACK/ External Transfer Acknowledge 
24* DONE Done Pulse . -
25 AAC~/ I\.dvarice Acknowledge 
26* ~l Instrument Sys~em Clqck 01 • 
27*' ~2 Instrijment System Clock 02 
28* RESET! Instrument Reset 
29* Q2 Second Bit of Counter in Process 
30* . cell ,Multiplexing Accumulator Clear 
31 _ CeLK! Constant Clock 
32* $5 Sign df Sample 
33 t S0 ( 

34* SI 
35* S2 
36 ir S3 Digital Sample 
37* S4 
38* SS 
,39* S6 
40* S7 '..1 
41* Tt/ Multiplexini Accumulatoi'Strobe 
42 INTR1! Interrupt Request , 

, 

* Used by instrument. 

22 
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Table 3.3 SBC 80/10 EXTERNAL BUS (Cont'd) 

I .' 

r PIN MNHIONIC . DESCRI PTION, 

43 
" 

ADRE/ 
44 ADRF/ . 
45 ADRC/ 
46 ADRD/ 

I 
ADRA/ 

, . 47 
48 > 'ADRB/ .. 
49 ADR8/ t 

. 
50 ADR9/ > Address Bus 51 ADR6/ 
52 ADR7/ . 
53 ADR4/ 

\' 

I 
54 ADRS/ 

I 55 ADR2/ 
t 56 ADR3/ 
1 57 ADRf'/ 
I 58 ADRI/ / 

.. 
-

I 59 Not US,ed 1 
0 

" 

j 60* 04/ Multiplexing Accumulator Strobe .. 
f 

61 Not Used 
62* U~LSI ' Final Load Strobe 

i 63 Not Used 
l 

-
! 64* .r BLA/ -Bus Latch Acknowledge 

I 65 Not Used t , 
66* SRE Bus Latch Strobe En~ble 
67 DAT6/ -
68 DAT7/ . 
.{\9 DAT4/ '\ 

70 DATS/ 
Data Bus 11 DAT2/ 

~ 72 DAT3/ t· , 
r 73 DAT0/ o ~ I 

I 
74 DATIl 
75, 76 G~D ' Signal Ground 
77. 78 'VSS' • -IOV'DC 
79. 80 " vA1\' -12V DC .. 

\ 

.'I , 

81. 82, 83> '84 . vee +5V , DC 
85: 

; 

86 GND Signal 6round 
, . 

,,* 
. Used by instrument. l 

\ 

." 
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3.3
1 

INTEL Prompt 8'0. 
(. 

3.3.1 General Description 

The Prompt 80 is a microprocessor development sys'tem. specially 

built to support software development of 8080 microprocessor based systems. 

:It provides a user with all the facilities necess~ry for the running and 

debugging of machine, code programs. All system activities of the Prompt 80 

are controlled through a console keyboard with the asspciated results 

. displayed on a se,t of 16 seven s'egment LED (Light Emitting Diode) displays 

and 20 discrete LED indicators. A t~tal of tJ6' bytes of RAM'are avai1ab~e 

for user programs and execution can start a'nYl"here wi thin this boundary. 

A memory map of t~e system is given in table 3.4. 
""\ 

There are two modes of execution that can be selected by.the user: 

" A,user program can take ~omplete·control of the system or can be single-, 

stepped through each instruction under control of the system mODi tor. 
~ 

I~ the latter mode, any of the CPU register~ or memory locations ca~ be 

examined and altered between the steps, thus allowing the program to be 

d~bugged. The system, is also capable of programming and verifying the ' 

contents of a 8708 ~PROM through a zero-insert ion-force socket on tpe 
o • 

console. This provides a very convenient way of producing transfer,rable 

and alterable software for use in prototype~evelopment: In situations 

where paper tap~ files are required, a tele~YPG can,be,directly coonected 
.J' . .~ . . . 

to the sX$tem ,for the reading and punChing of paper tap~s. 

The heart of the PrOmpt ~O is a sse 80/10 computer with throe 

8708? EPR~Ms.that c9ntain the system monitor. ~A custom design display 

and keyboard assembly driven through the two PP Is On the SBe 80/10 prov ides· 

the essential man-machine interface. One PPI co trois the display 
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Table 3.4 PRO~IPT 80 MEMORY MAP 

ADDRESS CONTENTS . 
I 

0 - ~AE8 ROM: System monitor 
\ 

~AE9 - ~FFF ROM: User program space 
., 

1.000 -, 3BFF UNUSED ADDRESS 
-

• 

~. 3C.01 RAM: Reserved for monitor 

" User program space 
, 

3C - 3F90 RAM: 

3F91 - 3FCF RAM: Reserved for monitor 
. 

3FD~ - 3FDA RAM: Reserved for monitor for single " 
step and breakpoint 'status storage , 

3FEB RAM: Display addtess counter' . 
. ' . 

3F~C - 3FED RAM: Pointer to' display buffer pointer, . -.. 
3FEE - 3FFF RAM: Display buffe.r 1 

" . 
I 

. , 
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mul tiple>;ing aod keyboard sca'nning while the oth(>r 'supports the EPRml 

. 
programming circuit. The system has made very extensive and efficient 

use of s~fth'are in the implementation of its functions. It is therefore 

, feasible to l'0ok into the system in more deta.lls so as to make the best 

use of it. 

):/iseT-: 
Besides the power on pilot LED, the rcs~ of the LEOs can be dcvided 

in two major groups. One group consists of 16 sev,en s.egmcnt LEOs and three 
, I 

indicator LEOs that are used to display r~gister and me,mary data~ They' 
~. :), .~ 

are divided into nine subgroups "'hich are driven in a time ,multiplexed 
, '. 

fashion ""i th a nine millisecond cycle. A monostable in,te-rrupts the CPU 

at one millisecond i~ervals to initiate a service routine which controls 

the sequencing. this routine takes the character pair in the eighteen 
, . , 

byte long ~isplay buffer to which the display pointer is pointing and 
, 

( 

transfers ~_:o the display assembly' through PPI1. The display pointer 

is then inc~em~nted , '. 
and is reset to the bottom of the buffer again when 

J 
the top is reached. Any hexadecimal da~ desired to be displayed must 

be stored in the display buffer i* the form of display characters, which . ' 

are the decoded low true seven segment equivalence of the data. Each 

bft of . a character represents one segment and the most significant bit 
, 

controls the decimal point on the right of the LEd. This conversion is 

necessary b~cause t~e tlisplay circuit is driven directly ""ithout any 
" 

decoders to reduce hard,,,are. costs. A conversion routine has been incor-

perated int~ the monitor software for this purpose. Address of fhe buffer 

'starts fro~ 3FEE which corresponds to the right most seven segment LED 

tq 3FFD whi~h is the left most. The three dicrete LEOs 'a~e used for 

, 
" 
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indicating the different registe~ sets displayed have their control word 

stored in location 3FFE. Contents of location 3FFF are'also used with 

the light control word io drive the display but do not contribute any 
...,. ..~.~-

effect. 

User program can make use of the display by writing the desired 

character into the buffer or by calling the routine OSYT located at ~30C 
'< 

which formats two hexadecimal digits in the A register into display 

characters and stores them in successive locations in the buffer as 

pointed by the register pair DE. However, one import.ant point must be 

observed when manipulating the display; since it is interrupt driven, 

the user must ensure that the interrupt flag of the CPU and the display 
.) 

control bit (bit 7 of PPIl port C) are enabled for proper functioning of 

the display~assembly. 

The second set of sixteen discrete LEOs are for monitoring the 

qines of port A anp port B of PPI2. Port A is programmed in latched 

(}Q~put mode and port B in input, mode and these low true LI;Ds indicate the 

activities at these two POTtS. Besides EPROM programming, the three ports 

of PPI2 also double as user accessible I/O ports that can be accessed via 

a SO pin connector on the console. The~nlY restrictions are that port A 

«nd lines 7 to 4 of port C can only be configured as output lines and no 
" 
external connection can be made to the console connector , .. hen EPROr-1 

programming is in progress. 

3.3.3 Keyboard 

The console keyboard iSdthe only data e~trx churinel in the Prompt 

80 besides an optional paper tape reader that can be connected to the 

seria~ interface. There are a total of thirty-six keys on the console, 
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"-
of I"hich only the tl.enty-four key~that ~re usc~ for d':lta~ntry and system 

function control can be scanned by he system'mo'nitor through PPll. A 
~ 

set of eight keys arc for setting the input lines to port B of PPI2 , 

through S-R latches. These lines can be reset by a nineth key. Of the' 

remaining three keys, one is for system reset and the rest are for 

generat ing interrupts. One 'generates the monitor interrupt which causes 

a branch to the monitor while the other cuases a user interrupt tha't 

branches 'to address 3C~2, which is the beginning of the user RAN area. 

The scanning of the key60ard is done by a software routine KI 

located at J7EE. It identifies a single key depressed in the Set of , 

t\,"enty-four keys, debounces it by checking for the same entry after a 

sixteen millisecond delay and decodes it into a key character in toe A 

register and a key position in the E register. A list of the keys and' 

the corresponding values in the A and E registers are lis,ted in tablc 3.5 • . ' 

3.3.4 Interrupts 

)Iost of the system functions in the Prompt ?O arc implemented I.ith 

the aid of interrupts, Bosides the n .. o console interrupts and the display 
.' 

interr.upt'mentioned earlier. there is a fourth interrupt that comes from 

tho single step timing counter. , This counter is loaded . .md enablcJ by 

bit 6 of port C of PPII every trme a single step thl'ough a user progr:lm 

is initiated. It counts for fifteen memory read ell'des before inter-

rupting the CPU, thus, providing sllch accurate timing that t~ interrupt 

always occurs within the first cycle of the user instruction. The slngle 

step routine is ,then executed to save all CPU registers and display them. 

Each of these interrupts, wh~n it occurs, sets a latch pnd through 

arbitration logics, inhibits others from g'Cnerating further lnterrupt 



Table 3,5 PROMPT 80 KEY CODES 
" 

KEY A CONTENT 
. 

0 C~· 
1 , F9 

. 2 A4 
3 B0 
4 99 
5 92 
6 82 
7 F8 
8 80 
9 98 
A .... 88 
B 83 
C C6 . 
0 Al 
E 86 
F BE 

Scroll Register Display ~ ~8 ' 
Single Step ~3 
Exam/Mod Register 46 
Go, 21 

, 
- -

Dis/~Iod ~lemor~y 06 
Clear En~ry/Prcvious . ~3 
Next FF 
Execute! End ' , . 

7F 
. 

\, 

, , 

. ' 
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, 
E CONTENTS 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B . C-
0 
E . 
F 

10 
11 
12 , 
13 
14 
15 
16 . 

----"'. 

17 

" 
.. 
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t 
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signals. The LPU is vectored by a RST 78 instruction to location 0~38 

where a jump inStruction to t?e central.interrupt service routine is 
. ~ , ., 

stored. This routine exa~ines the latches through port' A of PPII to 

determine the source of tlk int~rrupt" resets' the latch and then branches 
<3 

to the appropriate service routine. Tlie 

external interrupts e~cept it~ qwn, thus , 

Prompt 80 has no provision for 
-.. ---~ 

restricting all hardware expansion 

to ~on-interrupt ty~~ unless th~ central !nierrupt 
. . ~ ....... " 

scrV1ce rout1ne 1S 

altered to accommodate external inter~pts. 

3.3 Hardware Requirements 

The design of a system is critical. It is ,necessary that the 

system specifications as a whole are known to the designer and a set of 
" 

guidelines are ,establis.hed before design procedures can be ,initiated. . " 

Taking into consideration the iI:tstrument built by Majithia 4 and the I,atest 

advances in circuit clements, it is estimated that the instrumertt can be 

upgrad,cd to have' a sampling rate of less than 3 m~croseconds and an input 
J 

bandwidth of better than. 15 kHz. However, allowances are to be provided 

for, further upgta..ding .li the 1instrument in future • . ..... ,.;:;.-" 
Cost and space effectivoness are also the main cpncern Qf the 

design. It is intended that the instrument is to reside on ol1e or 't\~O 

circu'it boards that 'can be plugg"cd' directly into the DUs of the host 

computer system. Effor.ts are spent to achieve this al though tr,ade offs 

in speed and bandwidth of the instrument arc found inevitable. An optimal 

configu!ation"which ~ompromises between these constraints is to be designed • 

. Before committing to detail the ci)"cuit design of the instrument, 
\ . 

the 'major building blocks have to be identified •. This can easjly be 

done by tracing the floN of data beginning from the input and speci fying 
" 

-,' 

" 
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the processes that take place along the path. Each of the processes 'may 

be considered as a block ~ith interfaces to the others. Specifications 

of the blocks and their interfaces are ,then defined and realized in the 

final design. 

In the preteding chaptot, it has been concluded that the analog 

signal is to be quantized into eight bits 'on both sides of zero. The 

quantized sample is then accompanied by,a sign bit which indicates its 

polarity and these are passed to a ~oment generator to produce the higher 

order ~oments. Quantization is provided by an ADC (Analog to Digital 

Converter) but as most commercially available fast ADCs arc of 8 bit 

I 

resolution, an absolute value circuit has to be placed before it so' that 

sampling can be ,done on an unipplar signal. ;The sign bit is prodyced 

along with the sampte by a fast zero·-crossing comparator. 

There are several met,hods of producing the moments from the sampled 

data. An ideal case is to have three fast EPROf\ls of 256 byte capuci ty to 

act as llook up tables and the sample is u'sed directly to address the EPROMs 

simultaneous ly. Masked Rm.,s can a1 so be used but are not considered 

,because of the high cost of custom programming. However, EPROf\ls of such 

size with leS5 than one microsecond access ti~e arc not available and the 

u~ of larger capacity 8708 EPROMs is not economical and is wasteful of 
\, 

space. Storing all three tables in one EPROM means that three accesses 
, 

have to be made to fetch the moments ut)d this slO1"s dOlm the proc.ess . .. 
The multipl-c supplies ,;r~red by an EPROM is also another undesirable 

feature. Combinatorial logic has f~)Und to result in 1'00 complicated a 

circu~,t and the only a~tern~tive .is t.u~e an eight bit fast m~ltiplier. 

Fortunately, it is avallable as a bipolar 40 pin DIP chip that is ~apah~e 

of comple.ting a signed eight by eight bit multiplicatio'n in less than 

< 0 
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9 ISO nanoseconds, which makes it possible to produce all the moments 
, 

successively in a period of less than one 'microsecond·. With this high 

speed, the front end can be upg!aded to a o~e microsecond sampling rate 

when better ADCs are available in future. 

To accumulate the mo~ents, it is obvious that accumulators made 

up of addets and registers are to' be used. If the positiye and negative 

parts of a moment are processed separately, a total of six identical 

accumulators are required. This is however, not necessary if two's 

complement arithmetic is employed. The'moments can be convert~d to their 
\ 

signed two's comj)lement, before the accumulation and a reduction to four 

accumulators is achieved. Further reduction can be obtained if one adder 
o 

f 

is multiplexed between four result registers. Since the moments are not 

coming simultaneously from the moment gener~t~r, there-is no delay in the 

processing of the moments if an accumulation can be completed before the 

arrival of the next moment. For a sample rate,of three microseconds a 

very safe margin is provided if .. 500 nanoseconds are allowed for each 

moment, which is long enough for a 32 bit accumulation using TTL adders, 

The length of the accumulator depends on the maximum number of 

samples desired to be taken. It is possible to keep it to a minimum if 

the compllter can pick up the accumul,ations and accumulate'them in memory 

registers af~er u fixed number of samples. Calculations based on the 

, time 'required by'the computer to ~inish pt:ocessing onc' set of accumulations 

'indicate that the suitable number is 128., A 16 bit multiplexed accumulator 

is just enough in this case to avo~d any ovcrflQ\~ that may happen. To 

notify the computer t~at the partial results a~e ready, a counter counts 

the number of samples a,ccumu1ated and sets a latch after every 128, samples. 
, . , 

o 
This is detected by t,he computer which resets the latch and picks, up the 

~, . 
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partial results. At the end,of a measurement, th~ computer is interrupted 

to pick up the last part of the results ;;~d proceeds \-Oi th the fina,l processing. 

The fastes~ sa~pling rate of the sy~tem is set at t~r:e microseconds. 

An accurate system clock and a programmable counter are required to generate 

. the t">'iggering' pulse fPr the ADC \/ith variable repetition rate\ The 

INTEL 8253 PIT IO (P.rogrammable Interval Timer) is. suita~le for ~liS 

purpose, It has three 2 ~~z 16 bit counte~s and each can be programmed 

to work in v,arioHs modes. In this application, one counter is programme-d 

to act as a rate counter while> ,the rest are spared for counting total 

number of samples and the 12S"samples required to set the sample ready < 
latch. With a crystal controlled 2 ~lIlz system clock, ,thc' rate counter 
\ 

~n 
~o 

generate repetition rates varying from three microseconds t9 thirty-

mill iSl:?cond's. 

Besides clocking the rate counter, the system clock also drives 

a controller which co-'ordinates all hard\vare activities. The contToller' , 

is designed wi th high speed TTL and i's respensi ~le for the 'generation 

of sequences of timing ~ignals that synchroIlize the flow of data . 

Supervision from the comput~r and the controller status are exchanged 

through two ports of a 8255 ~PI,. Each' port provides one direction of , 
data flow, the third being available for future tystem expansion. 

. , 
With all the building blocks of the system identified, it is best 

~ 

to summarize them in a diagram. This is given in figure 3.6. The circuit 

designcd in the next chapter 1S based on this configuration. 
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3.4 Software Requirements 

~. 
Al though there seems to be very extensive use of hard\~are' in the 

instrument, the parts played by the soft\.."ar~ are also considered very 

important. ~Ieasurement parameters and control commands are acquired 

through the. keyboard and sent to hardware control r~gisters with the aid 
f 

of software routines. Partial r~sults are accumulated and the final 'v 

results are calculated and formatted for display. All tnese are achieved 

with an OS (Operating Scheme) that supervi~es software as well as hardware 

activities. Since the Prompt 80 system monitor has occupied two and a 

half of the four kilobyt~ ROM space on the SBe 80/10, the as ~s limit~d ) 

" to one and half kilobyte in length. As an add-o~. software module, the OS 

does not interfere with normal <?peration of the Prompt 80 except \~hen control 

is transferred to i~. "Howev~r, two rouHnes and the displq,y refresh servi~e 

or the Prompt 80 monitor are utilized to minimize the l~ngth of the as. 

Most of the fUn~tio;Js' are implemen,ted with callable subroutines so that 
c.\' 

they can be shar1d by different parts of the module as well as Prompt 80 

user programs. ~~ a bl;i~f description, it is best to trace the actions 

-----> \L 
right from the ,beginning. I""" 

, ~ 

-------< Before any measurement' ca~~niJ,ated, 
\ 

"-
ha;rd\~ares are set to known states and all memory 

itCs necessary that all . ~ ~ , 

re '~~re initiali'zed 

to \heir desired values. This is taken care of at the heginning of the 

-.• OS when control of the Prompt 80 console is fir~t transferred ~to it. 

M~asurement mode i,s set for one cyCle of the input. analog signal and the 
,I " 

display is blanked by filling its puffer with blank characters. A 
, , 

measurement can then be started but as it is ir:ttended that measurement 

. parameters -such as sampling rate and number of saillplef? are to be alterable, 

a cont~ol parameter entry loop is entered to allow for the c~a~ges.- ~ 

\ 
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Through the'consol? keyboard, user desired parameters can be 

36 
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I • 'v-'-
entered to override those that have been set during i,nitializ,ation or a 

. I prevIous measurement, Every relevant key entry is monitored on'the display 

and all iIle'gal entries a,re di~regarded" The loop is exited upon the 

depressing o! thc" execution key after wh!ch,all measurement parameters 

a1;'e checked before th'~ Start/Stop line is set to start a measurement. 

Any illegal parameter detected causes a ~ranch.. back to th~ loop wi ~h the 

corresponding indication on the display, This elimirtates any user error 

in using out of range parameters for ~ measurement. Routines for th~ 

manipulation ,of keyboard entries and display are essential part,s of the 

~oop and also a,decision tabl~~s required for appropriate branching 

according to key entries. ". 

, During the measurement, ,~he' tpu loops until the sample ready latch 

is· set and accumulates the partial results. Since it is a· time critical , .. 
process, the display is disabled so that no other,interr~pts canv?appen \ 

except the 9ne that terminates the mea~urement, and in order to 'ensure 

that the accumul~tion is not disturbed, ,inter.rupt is only enabled during 

the checking loo~. This re~tricts the end'of measurement interrupt to be 
\. >t 
acknowled,ged after a c0'!lplet;e set of pahiai re~u1ts have been processed. 

" 

After the interrupt~ the last set of partial resul~s are accumulated 

and the OS commences with the f~nal calculation of the results to be 

dispfayed. All four accumulated moments are normalized by dividYng by 

the number of samples and !rom these?ues. th", standard deviation' and 

root mean square of the input .signal arc obtained. The perio.d of the . 
tt 

measurement is also calculpted by multiplying t~e sampling rate with the 

number of 'samples,' Display is then enabled and the as enters a result 
• " ' , <b ' 

display l~op' in w~ich any of the above c~lculated results can be displayed .. 
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, with a corresponding label upon th~ depression ot,:,an appropriate key on 
,'\..--'" 

\.. 

the ~onsole, If further measurements are desired, it is possible to clear 
. 

all the registers ~nd branch back to the parameter entry loop through- a 
r' 

single k'ey ent.ry)j' 

With the major operat~ns in the as identified, a flow chari can 

be drawn for greater clarity., . This is given i,n figure 3,7 in which -'the. 

as is divided into four phases, namely the initialization phase, tWe 

.'parameter acquisition phase, the measur?ent phase and 'the 'resul·t 

processing and display phase, The initiali~ation phas~ is executed only 

once upon the start up of the.instrument while the others can be'executed 

as many times as contTolled by the keyboard, More detailed descrietions 

of the as are found in Chapter,S~ 

I 

Q 

," 
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Chapter 4 

Hardware Design 

4.1 Introduc,tion 

The principal duties of the hardware are .. to perform high spee,d 

date acq,uisi tion and processing and to achiev,e proper communication 

between the add-on sub-system and the host microcom~uter ,system. --'It.is 

designe'd with special considex:ati?ns g'i Yen to cost and spade' effect i veness. 

Every effort is made '. keep .the chip cou~t to a minimum and in'some parts 

the spe~d of a process is s.acrified 'just to retain this rule. LSI chips 

are employed wher~ver possibl~ to reduce chip count as well as the ~ount 

of connections between the c~ips a1~ough these complicated chips are 
. . 

'foung to be extrem~ dif-ficu1 t to test with~)Ut tho aid gf sophisticated 

equipment "that has'only recently been·deve10ped. 
\---

,~he hardware can roughly be partitioned into five functional 

'blocks of which the timing and control circuit is the most complicated. 

Two ms and one Schottky- bipolar LSI chips are 'invoived in the.design and 

the: rest are either normal or Schottky TTL chips. The only amb..og 

circui~ry is iound fn th~ sam~ling cir~uit in, which ~hree operalional 
, , , 

pmplifiers, a high speed comparato~ and a monolithic hybrid ADC are used 

~o produce an eight bit sample and a sign' bit. These add up to a total 

of about 80 chi.ps and are \~i re-wrapped on two 6 :75' by 12 in. prototype 
/ . \ 

boards that can be plugged i,nto ~~ IN~EL SBC 614 11 carucagc speciall~Y 

39 
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. manufactured ...for a'ccommoda.ti.ng extens~on boards of the INTEL SBC series 

products. Communication between the two boards is ac~icved through 

unused lines ~f the SBC b1,ls as listed iln ,table 3.3. 

The Prompt 80 Js a self-coritained microprocessor devel?pment 

system that has not been designed to allow for much hardware expansi<?n . 
. 

There are no provisions in the system for ~ccolTllnodatfng extra boards anq 
, 

the power supply unit has very little surplus power for driving external 

12 logics. To remedy this, an INTEL System 80/10 • packaged computer that 

includes ~ SBC 80/10 card In an SBC 604 cardcage a~d a power supply unit 
C} I 

is used instead of the SBC 80/10 in th\ Prompt 80. By connec'ting the 

keyboard and display assembly to,this syste~ through cables, a functionallY 

ide"ntical and- expandable .Prompt 80 is obtained. The instrument is 

connected to the,system by stackin~ the SBC 614 cage directly on the 

SBC 604 so that the buses of the cardcages are mated via their edge 

connectors. 

4.2 Sampling Circuit 

To produce a signed l!i,ne bit digital sample, from' an ADC with e.ight 

bit res~lution. it is necessary that.the input signal be rectified before 

sampling, and a comparator is used to produce the extra sign bit" All 

these are shown in figure 4.1. 

The three analog amplifiers are Burr Brown '3507J13~fast-slewing 

) oper~tional' amplifiers. Al acts as a unity gain buffer that serves ~ 
/ isolate the input signal source from the low input impedance absolute 

1 . . 14 f d b 2 d A3 va ue cIrcuIt. orme y A an . The 220 pF capacitor at its inp~t 

i.s for bypassi~g high frequency noise that may corne with the input' signal. 

/ 
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.... 
An LM311 high speed comparator produces the '}ign assoclated with the input 

• 
signal and a SOmV hysterisis loop is in\roduced into the clrcuit through 

feed back resistors to prevent false triggering by nOIse during a one-cycle 

measurement. During the positive cycle of the input signal diode D2 at 

the output of A2 is off-and A2 is connected as an unity gain inverter. 
, I 

Sin~e the positive input of A3 is connected to the virtual ground of A2 
. I 

through VR2~ it also acts as an unity gain inverter and the do~ble inv8rsion 

passes the input signal to the output unchanged. During the negative cycle, 
" 

D1 is turned off s~ that -2/3 of the input si~nal appears at the positive 

input of A3. A3 is now configured as a non-inverting am~lifier with a 

gain of .3/2 by grounding its feed back resistors at the virtual ground of 

A2. Thus the input signal is inverted and·~he absolute value function 

is achieved. 

Analog to digital conversion of the input signal is done by the 

AOC82AG 15 hrbrid AOC that is wired to provide a a to lOV range. The ADC 

is of tl\e successive approximation type with an internal 2.85 ~niz clock 

source for clocking a 2.8 us conversion. Upon triggering by the falling 

edge of a conver~ pulse, the status output goes high and nine clock pulses 

are generated by the internal clock for a convcrSlon, after I ... hich the 

status output goes low again. If the con~ert pulse line turns high during 

a conversion, th~ procGss is aborted and ~nother conversion con be inItiated 

again- at its falling edge. A timing diagram of these lines and the , . 
internal clock are given in figure 4.2. When a conversion IS completed, 

p done pulsq is issued to the arithmetic circuit to start the proc?ssing 

of the digital sample then available. This done pulse also latches the 

sign from the comparator and the complemented digital sample from thelADC 
, / 

into a 7474 D-type flip-flop an~ a 7·t273 octal D-tyPe fl.,ip-flop respectively. 
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Gencration of the done pulse is by the logical combirlation of the status 

1 inc and the internnl clock us'ing high speed Schottky TTL gates and the 

timing is also shown'in figure 4.2. 
"'rill*' . 

It i~ Important to note that the , 

done pulse may be of variable width depending on the sampling ratc and 

only t~e rising edge can be used for precise triggering of events. For 

the fastest sampling rate of 3 us, the ~onvert pu·ls·e must not exceed 
\ & 

200 ns and done pulses of a.t least 25 nSl!l width are generated'. 

The sampling circuit requires ~lSV supplies for the analog 

amplifiers in addition to the +5V TTL supply. They are obtained from a 

~ 16 
modular +5V to ±ISV DC to DC converter Model .546 from the Burr Brown Corp. 

4.J Timing and Control Circuit 

This is the most complex part of the design and is m~de up of 

four functionally distinct bl0cks that are responsible for tran~luting 

software commands fr'om the microprocessor into hardl"arc signals and 
, # 

'- sequencing the step by step pro.,cessing of a digi t i::od sample. i\ 2 ~lll:. 

two phase clock provide$ accurate timing in the system for the generating 

of sampling commands and latching sign~lls for the moment ge,:vator and 
>, • 

multiplexing accumulator. Timing signals foJ," oth'Cr parts of the ci reui t 

are derived from these signals so that the amount of hardware' can be 

reduced. A.bloch diagram of this ~ircuit is shown in figure ~.3 . 

. ccurate timing $ignal~ 

d clod. .i s counted by" 

a counter the outputs of which arc Jecoded to latching 

pulses, the length of the counter-may be execissiv~ and the decoding logic 
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may also be complicated. One way of avoiding this is to employ a 

multi-phase system clock which has a different duty cycle for each of the 

phases. Since by ~imple iriversLon, latching can,-also be done with a 

falling edge as well a's a rising edge and vice versa, 'the multi-phase 

-,,<' system clock has in fact more flexibility in addition to its simplicity 

in aesign. To determine 'the optimal numper of clock phases, in the system, 

various processing blocks are analy~e~ and it is found that the multi-

, plexing'accumulator requires at least t~o phases of the system clock for 

accumulating ?ne of the moments. Thus a two phase 2 ~frlz clock is designed 

and the circuit and its timing diagram are given in figure 4.4. 

" 7 
A crystal controlled 20 ~~z oscillator is employed as a high, 

frequency reference. rt consists of two 74504 inverters that are biased 

by 330n feedback resIstors to work as small signal inverting ~mplifiers. 

~Y' cascading these, inverting ampl ifiers and using a crystal as a feedliack 

element, a stable oscillator is obtained. The 680 pF capacitor between 

the inverters is for DC blocking, which is necessary fox maintaining ~he 

DC operating point of th~ amplifiers. To obtain the two phase clock, 

'the output of the oscillator is counted by a 74160 decade counter and its . ~ '~ 

• outputs are decoded to give tlW 2 fo.1Hz non-overlapping clock signals ~l -

and ~2 of 40% and 20% duty cycles ,respectively. Most parts of the 

instrulnent.are synchronized- to this two phase clock and more detailed 

app~ications are re~iewed in subsequent sections . 

. ft.3.2 Pro~ess Sequencer 

The multiplex~ng accumulator requires one ~cle of the two phase 

~yst~ clock to a~cumulate one of the mo~ents generated from a sample. 

Thus for four· moments, a total of exactly four cycles of the syst'em clock 

" 

() 

" 
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-is necessary. 
, 

This is 'achieved by triggering with the do~e pulse from 

the sampling circuit 'a two bit synchronous counter thn.t stops itself 

1\fter counting four cycles of the, s~stem clock. By doin'g so, the 

I arithmetic circuit -is synchronized to the sampling circuIt and its 

timing signal can be obt?-ined ,fro,m the decoded outputs of the counter. 

The circuit, and the timing 'diagram is .;;hown in ,firure 4.5. 

47 

In the stable state, all 7474 D-type flip~,f~o.ps auf cleared',and 

I 
the count;er formed by the two 7476 JK flip-flops i's in a 11 state, Since 

" 

. both clock sources int~the 74155 one channel to four channel demultiplexers 

and the counter are ,gated by the Q outI?ut of FFI, no timing sign~ls are 

produced and the circvit remains stable. \lfuen a done pulse arrives, the 

Q output of FF2 is set and it frees rFI from'its cleared state. The 0 
< • 

input to FFI has also turned high so that the rising edge of the next 02 
,I 
I 

sets FFI and passes clock ,pulses to the counter as well asithe d~multi-
. 

plexers. This guarantees that ~he first 02 pulse going to tha counter 

must have a minimum width of 80/ns. Without FFI, a pulse of'smaller width 

may occur if the Q output of FF2 is used for gating the clock source gnd 

FF2 is set when 01 or 02 is hig~. In this case, howeve;, o~ly the first' 

02 pulse of a "cY,cle is compressed by 20 ns and the 'widths of the rest 

remain the same as the system ~lock. 

The ,clack pulses passed to the counter and the multiplexers are 
, ., 

inverted .• Thus the counter is toggled evert 500 ns at th~ ~i~lng edge of 

02 due to the JK control of its f1 4>- flops'. Output~ 'Qf the counter are 
.... 

fed to the demultiplexers to control the passing of clock pulses to each 

channel. Channels Tl/ to T4/ e~ch get one negative 02 for each cycle'of 

the counter and since the counter is, ,also clockeo by ~2/, a delay of 49 ns 

is added to the 02/ pulses to the demultiplexer so that the low state of 
> 

., 
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splitting of ~ pulse between two channels is prcvent~d. S~milarlY tHe 

. four 0.1/ pulses duriRg ,a counter cycle are distri~uted~mong channels 51/ 
. 'I 

to 54/ except that no delaying of 't he 01/ pulses to the demultiplexers is 
./. < 

neccssary .. This also ha.s the advantage of short'ening the. gap between the 
~ " , 

rising ed~e of 02/ and the falling edge of 01/ in. corresponding channels, 

which is what suits the multiplexing accumulator .. 
" 

~he signals 01/ through 04/ aoincide with 51/ through S4/ except 
\ ' 

that.~hey only occqr once in,128 counter cycles when the SRE.line is high. 

They 'aTe for.latching the conte~ts of the multiplexing ~ccumulator to a 

set of bus latches so that the partial a'ccumulations can be picked up by 

the microprocessor. 
.. 

To generate the 5RE ~ignal, the'Q2 output of the 
( 

counter i; counted by· another counter which generat~s a ~arry~ at, its 12Sth . . , 

copnt. This is discussed in more detail in the next sub~sebtion. 
I 

One 
, 

'.of the demu~ tiplexers also produces the MO,El signal that is l,?w duripg 

the ,first state of the counter cycle. It is f<;>r. ,routing ,of datI in the 

mo~ent generator and ~asses the ~irst moment dire~~,ly to the mul tiplexing 

accumulator. A timing diagram of these control si~nai~ is given in 

f~gure 4. S. . . 
• I 

The counter cycle is terminated by 54/ ,which clears all the D-type 

flip-flops and restore~ the stable state. As there is onlr a delay of 

only about 150 ns 1'n the lOdp be'~ore tl1C gate for passing 01/ pulses to 

" the demul t.iplexers is dis(lbled, the widt~ of ~he ~ast 01/. pulse to ~he . 

-demul tiplexer is shortened to ISO ns and so a're S4/ and 04/. Another way 

of resetting the circuit to its stable stat~ is by pulling the RESET/ 

line low ~hich also clears all t?e ~~typ.e flip-flops ,and 'presets th~ 

counter. This is usually done at the start up of the system when a reset 

. ... 
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-signals is sent to all parts of the instrument. The D-type flip-flop 

FF3 is only activated a~ the end of a'measurement when software has 

regained control of the process~ng. A pulse from the· FLS/' line sets FF3 

and induces an extra couhter, cycle in which only the signals 01/ ,to 04/ 
c j • 

are'generated., This is done by disabling the control inputs' of channels 

Tl/ through T4/ and sil through 54/ wh~chl ate tied fo the outputs of FF3 . 

The ~!OE/ signal has no adverse effect during this operation and is allowed 
/~ .. ~~_'f'_ -w" • 

to remain. .... .. ~'" ~''\ 

After a set of partial accumulations are transfe~red ~~\ the bus 
, -, '. ,I , 

1 hi h . h b . f' d h' J -,' •• atc es, t 'e ,mlcroprocessor as to e ~otl Ie so t at l~ r~celve 

\\ . 
'them and the multiplexing accumulator.has to be cleared. ~The signal 04/ 

"\ .-
1\ 

is found to, be most useful in this situation. By setting tw'o\lat~hes 
l' .. 

with the delayed rising edge of 04/, both of ~he above tasks CPn be . ,. ~ ,- .. -.~---..,.. .. , . 
achieved simultaneously .. The conc,ep.-t is depicted in figure 4.7 in which 

the Q output of hI goes directly to line PB6 ox port B of the controlPPI. 

This port has been progranuned to b~rnput mo~e and during ,the' c~urse 

of a ~eas~re~ent, th~ m~croprocessor kee~s checking the_~~atus of 1inr 

PB6. Wllen it is detected set, the m"icroprocessor clears 'L1 ~i th the / . 

. 51i.c/ lin~ and p:roceeds to pick up th~ partial' ~ccumulat i~ns. :04/ CJf{ so 
I , I 

l~tches l low into L2 ~nd the Q/ ,output of L2 is ~ORed wiih the rbs~t line 
1 \ • 

tQ produce the signal eCLi for clearing the mUltiplexing accumulat r . 
. 

Sirtce during a measurement cell ·m~s·t return, high befor~ the next 

~s; processed, L2 is preset with the next Tl/ that marks the begi o£ 

, . 

, th n~xt s'et of 128 samp~ics. 

( 
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4.3.3 Control. PPI 

Communication between the microproce~sor and the har.dware is 

7 ' 
achieved through two.poris of an 8255 PPI chip. Software commands for 

I) 

driving hardware are executed by setting or res~tting blt~ of an output 

port to which hardware control lines are linked. The bit petting and 

resetting feature of port C of the ppr is gxtremely useful "llere. 

Port B is programmed as-an input port fqr checking ~he status of the 
,I . 

Since the PPI is a ~OS device and its output lines can only hardware. 
. , 

drive one TTL load" ~hes~ lines ,are all b~ffered)~r inverters before 

connection to ot,her parts of the ,'syste~. A bri~f description of the I/O 

lines used by the system is listed below and the circuit is presented 

in figure 4.8. 

II RESET 

START /STOP' 

cye 
, 

FLS 

SRLC 

SR 

OVF 

output line that resets all hardware in the 

,. instrtiment. 

. , , 

output line that starts an measure~ent when is set . 

output line that sets the necessary logics for a 

one cycle measurement. 

outpu~ l~ne that strobes the fin~l set of partial 

accumulations into the bus latches. 

output l~ne that clears the sample ready latch. 
, 

input line that monito~s the sample ready latch. 

input line that monitors the n~mber-of-samples 

overflow latch. 
• v 

. , 

Other lines into the PPI are from the' bus interface that connects 

it to the sse bus. ,!,hese include the eight data lin'es, read/w;ri te signal 

lines, address lines for selecting the I/O ports and the chip select 
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signal for enabling the PPI. There is also a reset l'~e tied to th:~INIT/ 
signal ~ the SBC bus for power on reset. 12 The remaining I/O lines 

, ' 

are left open and can be used for further 'expansion of th~ instrument . 

.4.3.4 Cqunters and Start/Stop Logics 

Three software programmable counters are required by the instru-

ment for generating sampling commands 1 recorping ~e number of samples 

in a measurement and clocking the bus latches once in 128 samples.! An 

8253 PIT10 (Programmable Interval Timer) is found to be most suitable f~r 

th,ese purposes. It consists of three 16 bit programmable counters each 

of which can be inJividUallY programmed to achieve the three different 
\ 

functions mentioned above. Each counter has its own clock inpu~ and is 

controlled by a gate input that can inhibit the counting when pulled low. 

By setting different work modes for a counter, various kinds of signal 

synch:ronizea to the input clock can be obtained from its output. Al,l 

counters work in down count mode .and are neg'ative edge triggered. Interface 

of the PIT.to the SSC bus i~ similat to that of the control PPI. 

Counter ~ and counter 2 are programmed .as rate generators. In .. 
\..J this mode·~ the output of a counter goes low £.or, one period of th.e input 

clock period when a prog~~ed number of inp~t pulses have been counted. 

~he counter ~ then reloaded and can therefore continue witn the counting 

process until it is inhibited. Counter 0 is for providing sampling 

commands and its rate is set before a measurement. The input clock is 

derived from ~l of the system clo~k by further dividing the 2 ~II\: clock 
" 

by ~\"o with a 'o-type £lip-flop" \"ired to ,work in a toggle mo'd~' Counter' 
, ~ 

2 is for generating the SRE signal that enables the; signal 01/ through 

04/ (or latching the partial ,accumulations from th~ mult.iplexing accnlnulator 

)'--

-' 

. . , 
j 

; 
i 
I 
{ 
~ 

.' 
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,0 

, , ss 
! 

to the bus latches. Its triggering negative edges are obtained from the 

Q2 output of the counter in the, process sequencer so that the SRE signal 

can be synchronized to it. Since Q2 goes low at the start of'every counter 
. 

cycle of the process sequencer, .the signal SRE turns high at the beginning 
. . 

of th~.128th counter cycle and remains until counter 2 is triggered by 

the nex,t fall ing edge of Q2, thus enabling t'he lies ired demul t ip'l e~r to 

produce signal 01/ to 04/. 
, 

Counter 1 ,is programmed ,to-work in interrupt at terminal cO!lnt 

mode. For a fixed sample measurement, its,output goes low after th~\ 

counter has 'been loaded with the desired number of samples and remalds 

so'until the counter reaches zero ~hen it turns qigh again. The rising 

edge at ze·ro count is used to set an interrupt latch which stops further 

generatron of sampling commands and interrupts the microprocessor to 

signify the end of a measurement. Clocking of this counter 15 by inverted 
, 

, I 

sampling commands gener~ted by co~nter~. During a one cycle measurement, 
, , 

counter I is loaded with a maximum count or 10000 and if the counter 

reaches zero before one cycle of the input signal has elapsed, an overflow 

interrupt occurs and the same interrupt la~ch is set. The mic~oproces50r 

distinguishes this overflow interrupt from ,tl~e normal illterrupt in a 

fixed' sample measurement by checking the OVF line sustained by the ( , 

interrupt latch through line PB7 of the control PPJ durin, n one cyc~ 
measurement. , A jump to ,display the' ,~ord 'ERROR' on the Ionso 10 is crxecutcd 

if the OVF line is found true. Figure 4.9 depicts the counter circuit 

and i'ts' associated Start/Stop logics. " 

At po~er on of the instrumont, the intQrrupt latches L3 and 44 

are cleared with INIT signa1 available from the SBe bus. This is 

necessary because all control lines coming from the control PPI are also 

/ 

." 

" 

i 
, I 
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reset to a high state and may cause undesirable interrupts: After the 

PPI has been set to the desired mode by software~ all lines of port e 

turn low and the START/STOP line fprces the circuit into a stable state. 

Counter I,and counter 2 are inhibited'directly through ga.t'es GI and G2 

and the measurement mode control ,latch L6 is ~orced to zero. Since only 

. ani input to the 7427 NOR gate is low, counter ~ is also disabled through 

gate GW although the toggle flip-flop formed by LS is sti.V supplying a 

1 ~IH: square wave through a ~A:-JD gate to its clock input. 

The mode of a measurement is solely controlled by the eyc/ signal 

which sets up a, fixed sample measurement .when it is low. I~en the STI<RT/ 

STOP/ line turns low and eyci is low, L6 is preset and the output of .the 
,~ " 

7427 NOR gate goes high. This enables counter 0 which starts ~generating 

sampling commands according to the rate set by software. The sampling 
1 

commands are inverted to driv'e a NAND gate which passes negative 02 pulses 

to another NAND gate controlled by the Q output of L6. Wi.th this 

arrangement, ~e case of passing two convert pulses to the sampLing circuit 

by the 1 \.IS wide sampliing command pulse is avoided as L6 is to&gled every 
,I 

500 ns by 01. Sil}ce the START/STOP/ line also releases counters I and 2, 

the counting processes as described previously start and continue until 

L4 iS,set by the output of. counter 1 at its terminal count. This disables 

'counter" th.rough the 74'27 NOR gate and pull s the interrupt roque'St line 
, 

INT/ on the,SfrC bus low through a NANOj~tC. an inverter and an open 

interrJpt: The circuit can then be collector driver to initiate an 

• restored to a stable state by disabling t~e countcr~ with the START/STOP! 

line and clearing ~he interrupt latches L3 arid L4 w~th the RESET/ line. 

For ~ one cycle measurement. the eyc/ is held high and L6 is free 

, to toggle according to the SIGN signal coming from ~he sumpl ing ci rcui t 

• • 

.' I 
1 
• ,-
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/) 

after the START/STOP lin~ has turned low. A ~ive to pos~ive zero 

crossin·g of the input analog signal toggles L6 from loW' to 'Pgh and ' 
.... I 

enables counter ~ through the 7427 NOR gate. This starts the sampling 
.. I 

process and if ~o overflow of counte~ I occurs, the next negative to 

positive
o 

zero crossing of the input analog signaf togglps L6 back to low 

and disables counter~. The falling e.dge, at the output of the ·7427 NOR 

gate is used to set L4; which, besides generatd}lg an interrupt request 
• I 

through the same series of gate as L3'does, alos stops the passing of 

fUFther clock pulses to counter 0 so that it cannot ge~erate sampling 

conunartds when L6 is t,oggled again. Restoring of the ch;cuit to a stable 

sta~e is' also by the same sequence of signals 'as in a fixed sample 

measurement. 

4.~ Moment Generator 

~ 
The moment generator is respo.nsible for the gen~rating of higher 

order mom~nt,s from 'a digItal sample and its sign. 
, 
Its central building 

block is an e~ght bit signed two's complement bipolar multiplier9 that is . . ~ 

capable of pr~ducing a iif~een bit signhd ~WG'S complemen~ product in 
. , 

150 ns. Since the digital' sample is a nine bit sign and'magnitude number, 

it has to b~ converted into its two's complement and truncated to eight 

bit~ before it can be fed 1';0 tbe multiplier. and the product at th.e output 

of the mu1t'~r ha~' to':b~~~~lS~ trt;tnc:Cd to eight bit to be fed back 
11',' .' ",. 

to the mul tipl ier so that the h.igner order moments can be produced . . , . ,. ... . 
The trun<;:jtion ha5'zr~duccq the, ,p:'ccuracy of tho moments except, in toe . . . '. . ... ",~ .. ; '~".' : 
case of the first mome'nt in~:.wfloict,i;t'he nine bit two's c.omplement number ,_ 

i 

converted from the s:implc i-s .p·~~,sed\d1rectly to the multiplexing .. , " 

accumulator. This is macl~ possible;with the tri-statc outputs of 'the 

I 
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multiplier by attachIng to them a set,of nine tri-state drivers through 
, , 

which the first m~ment can'be passed,to t~e multiplrXing accum~lator. 

The MOE/ signal from the process s.equencer is specially designed to 

control this. If'disables the multiplier outputs and enables the drivers 

during the time the first moment is accumulated. Summarized in figure 

4.10 is a circuit of the moment gen~rator. 

The digital sample S7 through .S~'from the s~mpling circuit is 

in complemented form. If the sign of the sample is positive as indicated 

by line SS being low, it h~to, be complemented before it can be passed 

, with the sign S5 through the. tri-st~te drive'rs to the multfplexin~' .. 
accumulator. This is achieved by passing it first through a pass/complement 

. " 
element made up of two 74H87s which complements the sample when the line 

" 

S5 is lo~. Otherwise the s~ple is treated as negative ~nd is passed 

directly to the drivers. The incrementing of the negative, sarnple()by one 

to form the tHo's complement is done at the multiplexing accumulator by' 
n, ,.::) 

presenting a one' to ,i ts carry input C1' through line T0 at the ~ime the 
r 

sample is accumulated. By feeding -the most significant seven bits from 

the pass/complement elem~nt and the sign S5 to an eight bit adder that 
" 

has been wired in such a way that only when the sign is negative a one 
t) 

is appended before the seven obi ts an~ the whole is increm~ted i.ly one. 

an eiiht tilt tw~'s complement version of the sa~ple is obtained. It is 

presented t6 the X input~ of the multiplier and is latched in by the 

rising edge of Tl. The ot~er eigh~ bit two's complement number is'presented 

to the Y inputs of the mul tipl"ier by ,the truncat ion circuit at the outPllt 

~f multiplier which truncates the nine bit, first moment and fifteen bit 

second and third mome~ts to, eight bits. ~ey are l'at'thed into the 

multiplier with the risin~ edges or tl/"T2/ and'T3/ respectivilY so that 

p 

" 
./ 
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the latching alwa~s occurs about 106 ns after the moments ire available 

ori lines MS and M7 through M' to allow for the settling time of the' 

tri-state outputs-and pr~pagation delay through the truncation circuit. 

The higher order moments produced by the m~ltiplier are latched to its 

outputs by the rising edges of r.2, T3 and T4 during the time the output 

of the multiplier is enabled by the MOE/ line, 

The truncation circuit is resp9nsible for 'the supply of an eight 

bit- two I s complement number to the Y inputs of ,th~ mul tip,lier and a nin,e 

~it two's complement number to the multiplexing accumulator ,from the 

output of the multiplier or the tri-state drivers; The circuit is depicted 

in figure 4.11. "'hen the MOE/ line is low, the first moment is passed, to 

lines tels and M~ through M7 by the tri-state drivers. If,MS is high, 

the moment is negative and the combination of MS and inverted MOE/ for~es 
, ~ 

T' high, which 'is then added to the multiplexing accumulator thr~ugh its 

C0 input ,to give 'an equivalent two's complement adding. - T~e feedback of 

an eight bit twots complement number to t~e Y inputs of the multipler ,is 

through an eight bit adder'whi~h performs the.same operation on the most 

significant seven bits M7 to MI as the one preceding the X inputs except 
( 

that. the add'ing' of one to the truncated value through B0' is controlled 

by the sa~e' ~ombination that forces T' to ~ ohe. 
I . . • . 

When the MOE/ line is high, a fifteen bit product, ·is available 

from the multiplier. If it is 

alg~rithm which increments the 
o 

negative, the truncation is done 

tru~cat'ed'v~lue by o~e if ~ny of 

wi th an· 

the bits 

that have been truncated is a one, This.is based on the fact'that the 

only case that a one 'can propagate to' the l~as,t s~gnif~cant bit of the 
. ~ . . . 

truncated value during a two.'.s complement to signed magn.itude c?nversion. 

before the tr,uncat ion is when the truncated bits are all. zero,s. Any 

'j 

,I 
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truncation besides this resembles a truncation of a on~'s complement 

, number and r.equires a one to ,be added to the least significant bit to . . ~ . 
form the two's complement. In the truncation circuit, the truncation to 

I 

niQe bits is dQne by ORing the least ~ignificarit six bits of the product 

" from the mul tipl ier. and forces T~ -to nigh to add one at the mu! tiplexing ~:' 

'accumulator if 'MS. ~10~/ an,d ~ resul t of die ORing are all high: 

the' trl:lncation to eight bi t5 to be fed to the Y inputs, the leas,t 

For 
/ 

signific;:ant seven bits o,f the product are ORed and then combined .with MS 

and ~~E/ to supply a qne to the C~ input of the ~dder to be added to the 
I ' 

, . 

. 

'truncated eight bit, number. In all cases if the number to be truncated is 

positive', MS is low and T~ and·the~ inputs to C~ and' B~ are forced low, , . 
which means the truncation is simply, done by dropping the desired number

of bits'. , > 

I 

According to the timing signals that control th~ moment generator, 
, ". 

each ot the first three moments appears s~ccessivelY as a nine bit. two's 

complement number at the inputs to the multiplexing a~cu~ulator fo~ 500 ns 
,I . 

after thb ~ounter in the process sequencer is triggered to start a new 

·cycle. ,The fourth mQment follows but remains until the next proce~sing 
I j 

cycle is triggered. 

4.5 Multiplexing Accumulator I' 

The part of the multiplexing acc~mulator for accumulat~ng the 

first moment, is: ~hown ,in figure 4~ 12.' 'During' the first ·SOO ns of a . . ~' .. 
p!o~ssing cycle" the 'first moment is presented' to. the Pi: in!5uts' of the 

sixteen bit adder'and ~xtended to sixteen bits by feeding MS to the 

\-
\. 

most significant eight bit ,inputs of the adder. At the beginning of this 

'f SOD ns period. th~ outputs of the sixteen bit· tri-state latch formed by 
\ , 
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,two 82127 eight bit latches at the output of'the adder are enabled by 
" 

TI/through the DS2 input' for 100 ns. Since ~here is a delay of 50 ns 

befdre the data is valid ,on the internal bus, the rising edge of TI/ 
I ~ • ~ 

thrdugh the 7420 and an inverter can be used to ciock the data into another 
," . , 

s~xtleen bit latch 'formed by ,two 74273 octal D-type lat~hes the outputs of' 
, I 

whiah are fed tp'the B inputs of the adder to be added to the incOtning' 
I ," 
j' ' 

sample.. The outputs of the adder are latched back into the sixteen bi:!: 

ti-i-state latch at the' end of the sao ns by tbe rising edge 'of Sl/ that 

drives the STB inp6t' of the latch, th~s cOmfJleting the accumuiation', At 
I , 

'the l28th'sample, the sall!e sequence, is repeated except that OV, also 

enables the output of the tri-state latch duri~g the last 200 ns as it 
I 
I 

coincides ~ith: 
, 

SIt and latches with its rising edge the inverted version 
" 

of the data on the internal bus ,into two 82:125 that are acting as bus, 

latches for transferring the data ,to the microprocessor, 'Such latching 
,. 

is made. possible ~ the special cha~acteristic of, the 821~ ~atch ~hat 

the, outputs of i'ts eight internal D';:"type latches foHow the inputs iwhen 
, 

th~~StB i~put is high and, the latching occurs at the falling'e~ge. The 

inversion .. before the bus latches is to compensate for, the negative data 
~ 

structure of the S~C 'bus. 
~ , 

E~ch ~f tHese' bus .latches repres~nts an l-Wique read-only memory .' 
location that can be acces~ed by'the microprocessor as their outputs are 

tied to the data lines of the SBC bus .• Both STB0( and STB4/ signals 
c 

coming from the bus interface !ogics ar,e for enabling the latches and 

togethe'r wi.th the~ MRoC/ signal, the most significant,~: l~ast s,ignificant 

part of the partial a~cumula~ion ca~ be presented t~ the SBe bus and 
, " 

picked up by the microproce,ssor. F~r the 'other moments, thr~e other sets 
I ' 

of sixt'een bi't td-state l~tches, Ilre connected betwe~n tthe .Ol,ltputs of 

',' 
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.. 
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the adder and the internal bus for accumula\ing them and three corresponding 

sets of bus latches are~connected to the output of the sixteen inverters 

to act as bus interfaces to the SBC bus. Signals T2/, 52/ and 02/ are ~ 

, used fo~ clocking the accumulation of the second moment and the rest 

~llbw. After th~ 
. 

partial accumulation of the fourth moment has been I, ' ~ , 
\ 

\ transferred to the 
I 

bus latches at the l28th accumulation, all t~i-state, 

latches and the feedback latch are clear~~ so that another 128 accumul~tions 

\ can begin at'the next.processing cycle. This the end, 

of the measurement. 

The mUltiplexing accumulator 'is a very efficient design that is 

capable of completing the accumulation.of four moments in 2 ~s.with 500 ns 

being devoted to each moment. However, this is not its speed 'limit for 

. a sixteen bit addition can be completed by ·the '7483 .adders within 150 ns, 

which makes it possible to reduce the p~ocessing time to 1 ~s for four 

. moments. It also implies that the sampling freque~cy can be upgraded to 

1 ~z if such sampling devices are available. Tighter timing requirements' 

are ne~essary in this case. 

4.6 Microprocessor Bus Interface 

To the microprocessor, the instrument ap-pears as a set of eight 

,read-only memory locatio~& from which the partial accum~lations are picked 

up, and eight I/O ports through which a measurement is controlled. The 
. t' . 

reason for ~his configuration is that the partiaf accumulations are 

always fetcned by the microprocessor in sequential order and the indirect 
\ 

me~ory "addressing ~ode of the micro~rocessor i's most. efficient in handling 
. 

• thi,s. sort of fetch. On the order hand, t'he I/O parts are randomly accesse~ 
I .' 

4' 
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by the operating system before and durin~ a'measurement, which makes a 

memory-mapped I/O scheme comparatively slower and involves more soft;\l/are. 

Unde,r such considerat ions, a combination of the two is' found to be 

optimal. The circuit for such an'interface is shown in figure 4.13. 

" 
~ The addresses of the bus latches for tempo~ary" storage of the 

. partia~,ccumutations range hom FFF8 to FFFF" wi th the lowest address 

for the least significant part of the first moment and the next address 

for the most significant par't. Thus the enabl~ signals for the latches 

are obtained bY'A~Ding'the most sigpificant thirteen bits of the address 

bus and using Jhe result to enable a 74155 demultiplexer which is wired 

to' act a:; a three line to eight ~ine decoder for decoding the least 

significant three bits of an address into ,eight enabl.e signals ST.B~/ 

through STB7/. The result of the'thirteen bit ANDing is also combined 

wi th~ the ~fRD!=/ command from the microprocessor to produce the AACKI signal 

which notifies the SBe ?O/IO CP~ that the data is ready. ' , 
Two I/O enable signals PPI EN/ an9 PIT EN/ are drived from the 

, . 
least 'significant eight bits of the address bus and ate combined with the 

lORe!. o~ lOWC! signals to produce the AACK! sigral nec,e~sary for a data 

transfer. Since the SBC d~t~ bus is negative true and the PPI and PIT 

require true data, an inverting bus tran:;ceiver formed by two 8226 . . 
inverting tri-state. bus driyers' is" employed to provide bidirectional . ) 

invert.ing buffering. ' This transceiver can be .enabled by either l/q enable 
. . 

signals and the dire~tion of the data how is controll.ed by' the raReF 
, , 

. ' 

signal which only passes data from the PPI ,or PIT to the SSC bus when it . , 
is low. Addresses of the PIT and PPI start from F8 and end at FF. 

The desi8n of the interface cir~uit' is ,based on the ~ssumption 

th3;t. ,the perip.her~l chips are fast enough !P, respond. gUTing a ~eid!wri te 

I' I 

I 
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cycle of the microprocessor so that no wait state has to be inserted. 

Thus ~he AACK/ signal is retur~ed to,tHe CPU as Soon as the address on 

the, address bus is stable in case of An access. This is justifJed by 

the fact that all peripheral chips used are INTEL'products, designed 

speci~icall~ foi ~pPl(cation~ in 8080 microprocessor systems. 
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Chapter 5 

Software Design 

5.1 Introduction 

For the ease of design and understanding, ,the OS has been partitioned 

into four major parts so that step by step development !l.f software can 

be carried out. In order to a~oid unnecessary confusions during the 

course of the design, it is also essential that the data structure of the 

system is'clearly defined. In this chapter; the data structure ot'the 

system' is first presented and this is followed by descriptions pf e~ch of 

the.four major parts of the OS. Appropriate flowcharts are inserted 

wherever necessary to aid in understanding the flow of control and transfer 

of data. The software listing is not appended to this thesis, it is 

available in the operating manual"specially written for this instrument: 

5.2 Data Structure 

The nine bit sign~d two's complement moments produced froni. each 

sample are accumulated for 128 samples before the partiai accumulations . 

\ 

are fed to the' computer. For a maximum of 104 samples each of the resu'lt 

registers in the computer requires a length of 23 bits to guard agafnst 

an overflow. Four three-byte registers arc ~ssigned for this purpose. 

At the end of a measurement, each accumulated moment 'is normalized to 

70 • 
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a two-byte fraction by dividing by the number of samples. This fraction I 

is further converted into a four digit BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) fract"on 
~ . 

sUitablefr display. The standard deviation and r.m.s. values"are 

similarlr treated. Since four BCD digits can be stored in two-bytes of 

momory. a total of twelve two-byt~egisters are required. Another four 

two-byte registers. are alseY res~~d for the number of samples and' the 
/ 

sampling rate, which allow a range of 0 to 9999 for both and for/the 
• J / 

I 

period. two four-byte registers are used to store the product and its . / 

BCD equivalence. The sign associated with the first and third moment 

isolated and stored as corresponding display character in a.~n~ 'byte 

location before the moments are normalized. 

The OS also required eight bytes of momory as a sc~atch pad 

the, convers~on of the resul ts from .binary to BCD digits. This adds. up 

to a total of 62 bytes of RAM. excluding those used by the ~isplay interrupt, 

service routine. A register map is 'shown in table 5.1. Twenty-two 

subroutines are called by the as, a brief description of them is given 

below. 
17 

BCDBIN 

BINBCDI 

/ 

, , 

\ converts a t~o-byte (four digits) BCD number pointed 

by (DE) into a two-byte. binary number in (HL). It is 

based on a procedure that isolates ~ac~ digit and 

performs nested multiplication in binary' arithmetic to 

product the binary equivalence in (HL). 

converts a two-byte binary number pointed by (DE) 'into 

a two-byte (four digits) BCD number in locations pointed 

by (HL). A shift and decimal adjsut method
18 

is used 

and no ov·erflow. wi 11 occur as the BCD numbet is 

limi ted to 9999. 
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Table 5.,1 REGISTER MAP OF INSTRUMENT 

ADDRESS, 

3C10 - 3CI7 
30~~ - 30~2 
3003 - 3D~S' 

, 30~6 - 3D~~ 
3009 - 300B 

, 300C, - 3000 
300E - 30~P 

. 3010 - 30p 

f • 

3012 - '3013 
3014 -,3015 
30i6 - 3017 
3018 -'3019 
30lA - 301B 
30le 
3DlD 

3D2t} - 3f>21 
3022 -- 3023 
3024 - 3025 
3026 - 3D27 
3030 -
3034 -
303A -
3D3C -
3D3E' -
3D4t} -

'1' . 

,F 

3033 
3037 
3038 
3D30 
3D3F 
3041 

. 
~ .. , ' 

,"' ,. 

.. 

I 

" 

. 

/' , 

. " 

PURPOSE , 

, 
Scratch Pad 
First Moment 
Second ~foment 
Th i rd Moment . 
Fourth MomeIft 
No'tma 1 i zed p'l,>rst ~omen t 
BCO Equivale~ce'Moment 
Normalized Second Moment 
BCD Equivalence, Moment 
~orma1ized Third Moment 
BCD EquiValE}ll:c-e,Mom.ent (1 

Norma'lized ~ Fo~~t'h Moment 
BCD Equivalence f.1omf!nt 

" ~ign of Odd Moments 
Flag for Stro~in~Last Part 

of Partiat' AccumulatiOns 
S_ampling~Rate, ":..' 

~ 

BCD Equivalence Sampling ~ate 
,Number, of Samples " , 
BCD Equivalence Number of Samples 
P~iOd' . 
BC Equivalence Period 
Standard Deviation 
Beq, Equivalence Standard 
R.M.S .. 
BCD Equivalence R.M.S, 

, , 

; , , . 

Deviation 

i 
\ ' 

\ 

" 

! 
I 
I 
I 

" 
''1-'' ~ i , 

l 
• 0 • 

1 
I , , , 
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performs the same ope~atipn as in BINBCDI except that 

a fou~-byte binary number is converted 'into a four-byte 

(eight- digits) BCD 'number. 

.' bianks.the ~isplay by filling the display ~uffer with 

the blank cnaracter FF. 

t~kes a display character in (A) and displaces four 

successive display characters in the display buffer 
f 

pointed by (HL) by one char~cter to the left, The ~-

leftmost character is lost. For example, if the 
\ 

display 'bl,lffer contains {SF49}. and CA) contai'ns {7} , 
• • ~~... t 

then after this subroutine ~s called the conten'ts of , ' 

the display buffer b~come {F497}. 

takes a BCP digit 
, 

and displaces ·the 

in the lower order four bits of CE) 

two-by tel (fC!ur"d~~itS) BCD numqer 

point~d' by. (HL) by one digit, The pr<?'cedure is 

... 
" '0 t 

: . \ 
~ '-

similar,;to that of BUMP and the leftm~st digit is ,dr~pped, ~~ .-. ~.... "-

converts th~ two BCD digits in CA)" into. display 

charac.ters and, stores' them· in successive displ.ay .buffer 
, ••.• 1:-

loca~ions poi~ted by (DE), 

displays a·, two'-byte .8C~ numb'ex poihted by (HL) by 

converting. the digits -rfnto 'd.i.splay· characters and 

5~oring them in successive. di.splay buffer locations . 

••••• ppinted by eDEh~ 
/" , , 

.. 
slispla.ys an .o4~ !l1oment wi th labe~ in' (A). The'· ~;ign 

of'the moment is also taken from l~ca't'ion 3DIC <;lnd 
~ 

r 
Pointer to the 

..... 
_ moment 15 in :(HLj . 

I .. 
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disp,lays an even moment with label 'in CAl. Poi~ter 

to the moment is 'in CHL) • 

• OIVID .' div;des a three-byte number pointed "by (BC) by the 

ORATE 

DSAMP 

FIX , , 

5 

two-byte number in (HL) , The result produced by the 

non-restoring algori'thm used is returned in"CDE), 

displays the current sampling rate i~ the BCD 

. sampling-rat.e register wi;th a label. 

~'SPl~YS the cur-rent va~ue of the BCD nu!»ber-of-samples 

lregist~r with a label. • 
I 

first stores the sixteen bit fraction in (DE) into the 

, register poi.nted ~by (BC) and then converts the fraction 

in (DE) into a four d'igit BCD fraction and stores it in 
\ ' .. ' .' 

the register pointed by (HL) •. The conversion is done 

by multiplying the frac~ion by 10000 and converting 
. ' 

rh~~integer ~att of the result into a four digit BCD 
. . 

number which is the desired BCD fraction. 

KI . gets a key entry from the Prompt 80 keyboard, debounces 

MOMENT c. 

(l 

MU,LTI 

it and converts. it into a key position number in·(E) and 

the corresponding display character, in' CA), ~ 

transfers the accum~Iated moment pointed 'by (BC) t~ . , 

/ , 

a scratch pad pointed by (DE) and ,divides it by the 

value in (HL) \ The resu It is 'ret~rned in (~E). 
multiplies tw.o two-byte numbers in (Be) arid (DE), 

The fo~r-byte result is. returned in (DE) ,through (HL) , 
, " 

NSC . \ :. sefs, t~e \numbe;-Of-~amp'les counter wit~ t~e value in 

. the binar;/nu~ber-of-sample~' register, 

. 
; 

,\ • 

\ 
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ROT " transfers a BCD digit in the lower half of (E) into 

SPLIT 

a byte pointed by (HL) and displaces one digit out, 

The digit displaced is heid in the lower half of (B)" 

splits the content of the byte pointed ,by (DE) into 

two bytes and stores in, scratch pad pointed by (BC).· , . ' 

. 19 
SQRT 

. , 

calcualtes the square root of the number in CHL) and 

leturns the result/in (BC). The a1goritrym used is the 
( 

common double shift procedure. 

SRC sets the sampling-rate count~r Id th the value in the 

binary· sampling~rate register. 

5:3 Initialization Phase 

This part of the as is only executed· when control is first 

tran-sferred fr?m the Prompt 80 monitor: It starts with disab ling. inter

rupt and sets the hardware control' PPI to mode 0 \vi'th ports A and C as 
" '. 

out~uts and port' B as input. The. stack' pointer is then defin~d and all 

hardware is reset. Counting modes for the three counters in the PIT 
. . 

are set and the count.~rs are loaded with their default values. Counter 

o acts'a~ the samp1ing~r~te counter land is loaded with the 3 ~s de~ault 
" , 

rate. Counter 1 is set ,to inter:r,upt at terminal coun,t and is loaded with' 
, 'l,t.,., 

the maXlmum count of 10 for a one-cycle measurement. Counter 2 is 
'. .tt . 

fixed with a,rate count of 128 ,for settlng the sample-ready latch. ~11 

registers are cleared and t~e display is filled with blank characters. 
. \ 

Interrupt and displ~y are finally enabled and th~ two leftmost LEOs a~ 

port E.8 bf PPI2 are,'li t to mar~ th~ end of this phase before control is . , , 

• , , 
passed to the next phas~. 

I 

- ,-

, , 
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Three routines are·called by the as, 'one' blanks the displa~ and 

others are for setting the samp.ling-rate" counter and the number-of-sample;s 

ceunt~t. The, names of ' these routines are listed with the f~owchart in 

~igure 5·.2. 

'. 

5.4 Parameter Acquisition Phase 

(" 
" ..' . "-

This is the part of th~ as which requires most user.interaction. 

A command loop keeps' checking for a keyboa~d entry wh~ch causes t~e OS 

to perform'~~e'of the f?ur functions - display'and,set new samp~ing rate, 

display 'and set number of samples, ~et to one cycle measurement or 'start 

a measurement. Included in each of the first two procedures: is a data 

entry loop'which allows decimal data·entries to override any previously 
> • . 

set values. All key entries are input vi~ the KI routine o~ the Prompt 80 

monitor. . 
• 

When'fhe Display and Se~ Sampling-Rate key is pressed, tbe as 

decodes the key and .,brandies to display the present value in the BCD 
'1 

sampling-rate register. This is done by calling the DBYT routine twice 
, • \ • , w 

W,it~ the poin:7T in the DE r~gisteTs pOintiri~ to buffer locations 3FF7 

and 3FF9. After the displ,ay- is done, t~e as enters the data entry loop 

to accept decimal data •. Each {key entry is checked ~~ exclude ~ut-~~-range 

data and each legal entry is :us~d to update the contents of toe BCD 

'sampling-rat,e register and tl1e display by one digit. The loop te~inates 

when 'the Continue ke 's de~ected' and the BCD' val~e in't~e BCD ~ampling- . 
. . \ 

rate regist'er is convert~d 'nto binary and stored in the binary sampl'ing-. ~. .... 

. tI\" ~ 
-rate regis,ter; this content then used by the SRC, routine to set the 

sampling-rate counter .. The command loop is tinally re'-ent!ered after the . ~ . . "" 

I: 
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display is blanked. Similar actions are invoked when t~e'bisplay and 

Set Num~e~-of-Samples k~y is pressed. I· '. 

The One Cycle Measurement key~uses the BCD number of samples 
, . . 

register to be displayed after i,t has been set to zero. This verifies 

that the command has been executed and pressing the Continue Key again 

causes the di"splay 
. 

to be blanked and a branch back to the command loop. 
I 

The only exit from the comman8 loop is by ,ay of pressing tht Start 

Me~surement key which in.itiates the OS to. set all necessary software and 

hardware logics for a melsure~ent~ 
. The n\.lmber-of-samples counter" -is first checked to i.dentify ~ 

mode of measurement and the~corresponding hardware control line is set 

through the 'control PPI. Since the': sampling ra~e has to be at. least 

3 ~s, \t is also c~ecked and a branch back to the Display and Set Sampling

Rate loop occurs if an illegal value .is found. The flag ~or str~bing in 

the last part of the partial accumulations is cleared and the display is 

~isabled before the Start/Stop line at the control PPI is set. Finally, 

'. all the. LEDs at port ~8 of PPI2 a~e lit to indicate that cantr~l has been 

passed to the measur~ment phase. 

, Nine routines are called. in this segment of the OS. These include 

the three that have been described in' the previous,.section and the KI' .. .' \ . 
routine for keyb~ard entry. Others a;e for displaying the counter 

registers and altering the registers and the display after a decimal key 

entry. A BCD to binary conver$ion rout~ne is also required f~r converti~g. 

the value in a BCD counter register to binary and store in the·binary 
• .. r;J'" 

register before the corresponding~counter is ~et. The flowcharts for 

the command loop and the data entry loop are shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4. 

New definitions for the . keyboard ar.e ShO~ .if table .5.5. 
, . 
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Table 5.5 KEY DEFINITIONS FOR INSTRUMENT 

PROMPT 80 ORIGINAL 

, . 
o 
1 b 
2 

• 3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 

'B 
C 
o 
E 
F 

SCROLL' 
SINGLE STEP 
EXAM. REG. 
GO 
DISPLAY .MEM. 
PREVIOUS 
NEXT 
EXECUTE 

L: 

, 

I 

Decimal () 
DecimaL 1 
Decimal 2 
Decimal 3 

I ~'RECOGNI ZED BY OS 

Decimal.4 
Decimal,S. 
Decimal 6 
Decimal 7 
Decimal 8 
Decimal 9 
Display First Moment 
Display Second Moment 
Display Third Moment 
Display Fourth Moment 

. ,Display Standard Deviation 
Display R.M.S. 

, Jump Back to Parameter Acquisition 
One Cycle Measurement ~ 

. Display and Set Sampling Rate 
System Reset 
Display and Set No. of Sa pies 
Display Period 
Continue 
Start Measurement 

6, 
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,5.5 ' Measurement Phase 

• . 
After the Start/Stop line is set, [the starting addresses of the 

partial accumulation b'us latches and. the result registers are set up in 

two of the six~een bit register pairs in the CPU. Other necessary 

constants are also stored in the 'CPU registers before the OS enters a 

loop which keeps checking the sample ready latch. It exists the loop 

when the sample ready signal is detected, disables interrupt and resets 

the sample ready latch before picking up the partial accumulations. After 

the partial accumulations are processed, interrupt is enabled and a branch 

back to the checking loop occurs. IThis sequence is repeated until the as 

is interrupted by the hardware when the measurement has terminated or 

an overflow in number of samples has occurred. 

Upon an interrupt, program control is vec~red to ,adaress f'f'38 

where a branch to the Prompt 80 central interrupt service routine is 

executed. At the begiJning of this routine a jump instruction to location 

~7B9 has been inserted. This 'causes a olock of nine additional instructions 

to be executed before control is passed back to the central interrupt 

service routine. . "" The purpose of this is to check the ,end of me~surement 

line at port PO of the control PPJ to see if the interrupt i? originating 
ll' , . 

from the instrument. A jump to the instrument's interrupt service 
\. 

section occurs instead of branching b~ck to the central interrupt. service 

rout i'1e' if this lin~ is found set. 
\ 

When the interrupt service section is e~tere.~.~ 'the Start/ Stop line 
-, • 6 ~ , 

is reset to stop the h~rdwar~ functions. The overflow flag is then checked 

~o see if an overflow has occurred. A branch to the Prompt 80 error routine 
. , 

whi.ch causes the word 'ERROR' to be displayed is exeC!lted if it is found' 
'j 
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true. ' The sample ready flag is also checke~. to see if there is a set of . 
\ . 

accumulations just transferred to the bus latches and a return is executcd 

to re-enter the partial accumulation pick-up loop to pick up this last 

set; Since the interrupt request latch of the instrument is not reset, 

a~other interrupt occurs when the enabl~ interrupt instruction is executed 

at the end of loop. This time the samplc ready latch is not set and the 

control passes to the next part which checks if the final accumulations 

in the multiplexed accumul~tor have been strobed to the bus latches and 

picked up. Location 3DID is a flag for this purpose. It is reset before 

this phase is ~ntered and indicates that this last ~ has not be~n 

attended to. The flag is set before the accumulations are strobed to 

the bus latches through the control PPJ. A return is again executed to 

pick them up and at the end when interrupt occurs, the set flag detected 

causes the above procedures to be skipped. 

After all the accumulations in the hardware have been picked 'up 

and processed, all hardware except the counters are reset with the rese~ 

line through the control PPI. If the measurement ,is for one cycle of 

the input signal, the number of samples i~ obtained by subtracting the 

count in the number of sample counter from 104 since the counter has bee'n 

loaded with 10
4 

before the measurement and w~rks in a down·count mode. The' 

result is ,stored in the number·of·samples register and also co~verted 
, , 

into BCD in'the corresponding BCD register. This marks the end of the 
, . 

measu~ement phase and all processing thereafter has no interaction with 

the hardware except the,d!spl~y and keyboard assembly. 

.\ 
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No subroutine is called during the execution of this phase except 

for the cony~rsion of the number-of-samples to ,BCD so as to minimize "the 

amount of time required by the software. The only complication is found 

in the multiple interrupt returns which are designed to avoid duplication 

of softwarri required by different parts of ~he OS in the picking up of 
, 

the' partial aC'cumulations from the bus latches. To aid in the understanding 

of this particualr structure. two flowcharts are provided in figures 

5.6 and 5.7 which describe the partial accumulation pick-up loop and the 

. interrupt service ptocedures. 

5.S Result Processing and Display Phase 

This phase of the as ca~ be further SUb-diVid~ into two parts. 

One governs the generating of statistical results from the accumulated 

moments and formats them to be displayed. The other controls the display 

by monitoring keyboard commands and displays the requested results 

accordingly. Since there are a total of cleven possible commands. a branch 

table is used instead of a command loop for making branch decisions as 

the latter requires more memory space for implementation. Subroutines 
I • 

are used very extensively in both parts to avoid all possible software 

duplications ·and this makes it possible to pack all processing functions 

into 370 bytes qf software. 

The period is first calcualted by multiplying the sampling rate 

by the nUmber of samples. both being sixteen bit binary {lumbers. A 

thirty-two bit binary number results and this .is further converted into 

an eight digit BCD number suitable for display. Both numbers are then 

stored in corresponding period registers. Polarity. of the odd mom~nts 

is checked and a display character corresponding to a negative sign is . . 
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stored in the sign register if they are found negative, otherwise this 

registe~ is filled by a blank character. The four moments are normali:ed 

by dividing the absolute value of the accumulated moments by the number 

of samples using a 24 by 16 bit non-restoring division routine. A sixteen 

bit fraction results in each case and is converted into ~ four digit 

BCD fraction by first multiplying by 104 and then converting the integer .. 
part to, a four digit BCD number. This number is the required fraction 

-suitable fer display, and all reSulting numbers are stored in corresponding 

registers. 

From the normalized first and second moment, the standard deviation 
,~ 

is obtained by square-rooting the difference between the second moment 

and the'square of the first moment, in which, case th~' squaring is done 
, ( 

by self-multiplying ~d the square-rooting by th~ comm~n double shift . ' 

procedure. The root mean square is also calculated by square-rooting the 

second moment. Each process results in a sixteen fract~on and is trea~ed 

similarly as in the, case of the normalized moments. A subroutine called 

FIX is written to do the fraction conversion and is shared by all six 

processes. After all the calculations and conversions are done, display 

and interrupt are enabled and the two right most LEDs at port E8 are lit 

to indicate that the results are ready to be displayed. 

The second part begins with an unconditional branch to display 

the first moment with its label. When this is done, the keyboard is 

scanned for an entry which is then screened to exclude out-of-range 

conunands. Upon a legal command, the key positlOn value in' the E register 

is used to obtain the location Qf a jump address in the jump table. This 

jump address is loaded into the HL registers and passed to the program 

counter to force an unconditional branch after the display is blanked. 
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Of the eleven-rossible branches, nine are for" displaying the calculated 

results and the rest are used for exiting this final phase. One goes 

back to the parameter acquisition loop with the accumulated moments 

cleared so that another measuiement can be started and the other jumps to 

the beg~nning of the initialization phase to reset the system completely. 

Everyone of the display functions branched to causes the ~esired 

value to be clisplayed in its appropriat~ format on the right hand seven 

segment LED display I.;ith a corresponding label ,on th.e left hand display. 

All statistical results are displayed as four digit BCD fractions and 

the r,st are pure integers with eight digits for the period and four 

". 

digits each for the sampling rate and the number of samples. The procedures 

followed by each display function are similar, requiring ohly the values 

in the corresponding BCD registers to be converted into display characters 

and transferred ~ith a label to designated addresses in the display 

buffer. Two subroutines are designed for displaying the fractions; both 

include the turning on of a decimal point before the displayed number .. . 
to indicate that it is a fraction and one also displays a minus sign. 

bef5re the odd moments. For the integer display ftlnctions, the"Prompt 80 

suppli~d routine OBYT is used in succession to cope with the multiple digits. 

After a display function has bee~ executed, the scanning of the 

keyboard resumes until anothe~ legal command is detected a~d causes a 

branch: This goes on until one of the exit commands is encountered o~ 

the system is s .... ·itched off. The activiti~s in this phase are summarized 

in the flowcharts in figures 5.8 and 5.9. 
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Chapter 6 

Con~lusions 

\ 

6.1 Accuracy of the Instrument 

-The instrument implemented demonstrates accuracies comparable to 

11 " d . 2, 3, 4. h . f 11 f t f DC a prevIous eSIgns In t e measurIng 0 a our momen s 0 

and AC test signals of various ampl~tudes. In all ~ases the error in the 

fourth moment is wi thin 1% of full seal e based on the average of fi,ve 

consecutiye measurements with the maximum samplin&.rate of 3 ~s. The . .. 
'moments in DC m~asurements are ~btained for a sample size of 5000 and 

since even for indentical inplF@' si,gnjJ s, the last. two digits of' the first 

and second moments fluctuate slightly due to errors in the ADC, the 

averaging is necessary. AC measurements are conducted with both sine 

waves and triangular wav~~ at a nominal frequency.o( IbO Hz so that a 

reasonably large sample size can be achieved. The test ret~its are 

compared'with the theoretical values in tables 6.1 tQ 6.3. 

Th~ readings from a Fluke 8100A20 digital multimeter monitoring 

the input to the instrument are used as reference in tQc tablc? During 

DC measurements, its DC r~nge provide~ in~tant digital readouts of the 

DC input levels with which the variable power supply supplying the DC 

input signals can be adjusted to obtain the desired outputs. SimilarJy, 

~ . th~ ,AC rang~ o~ 
~.s. rea,douts 

the multimeter is employed in,AC measurements to prodpce 
~ w ~ 

of the AC input signals from a signal generator except 
..". ,'. 
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TaQle 6.1 DC TEST RESULTS 

, - -..... 
DC 

1'-11 M2 ~I - . 
Reading 

Exact . Measured Exact ;.,' Measured Exact Measured· -
, 

0.1000 0.1000 0.0990 0.0100 0.0078 0.0010 0.0000 -
, . 

.. 0.2000 0.2000 0.19~8 0.04tlO 0.0358 0.0080 0.p04S 

:O.'O2~ O.300D 0.3000 0.3016 . 0.0900 - 0.0869 0.0270 
-, . . 

O.4<}00 -O. 4000 ~ 0.4022 0.1600 0.1563. 0.0640 . 0.058.7 

~OOO . 
" 

0.5QOO . 0.4959 0,2500 ~ 0.2463 0.1250 0.121-3 
. 

0.2~0 O.~OOO 0.6000 0.6031 0.3600 0.3587 .0.2142 . . -0, 7000 0.7000 0.7034 0.4900 I 0.4913 0.3430 . 0.3416 
T 

0.8000 0.8000 0.8051 0.6400 0.6432 0.5120 -0.5108 
~ . ..... 

0.9000 0.9000 0.9043' 0.8100 -'0.8132 . 0.7290 0.7331 

Q 

"./" 

.. ~,,,,,,, j, 
l' "~}.... ....- ...... 

c 

. 
')r4 , 

Exact 

0.00.01 
/ . 

0.0016 

lO081 

0.0256 

.0625' 

0.1296-' 

0.2401 

0.4096 
-- -

0.6561 
, 

.. ' 

-, 

--
"\ 

~'easured \ 

0.0000 

0.000(kl 
. 

0.0039 

0.0196 

'" 0.0592 
- --0.1244 

0.2368 
0 

. 0.4053 

.. 04.6593 

.. 

q 

1.0 
W 

'v' 

f 
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" J 
Table 6.2 SINE WAVE TEST RESULTS 

" ~", (All values normal.i-ed to 10\') K- , -
AC ~~ Measured . Measur~d I Reading P p2/2 ~12 3P4/B M4 

I " 
. . I 

O.l~, 
I 

0.1404 0.01;97 0.0098 0.0006 .. 0.0000 
" 

I 

0.2878 " /. 0..4070 -cr.'0828 0.0727 0.0103 0.0072 
. 

0.4283 0.60S7· 0.1834 0.1755 0.0505 0.0462 . 
0.5759 0.8144 0.3316 0.3279 0.1650 0.1613 

0.7102 1. 0044 0.5044 k.5004 0.3816 0::378'1 I 

I 

Table 6.3 TRIANGULAR WAV~.tEST RESULTS 
" 

(All values normalized to 10V) 

AC Measured ~leasured 
Readi'1g P p2/3 ~12 p4/5 ~14 . 
0.1142 0.2056 0."141 0.0061 0.0004 0.0000 

• 
0.2286 0.4116 0.0565 0.0446 0.0057 0.0033 

I c 

;;-
t 

0.3397 0.6117 0.1247 0.1138 0.0280 ·0.0244 

I 0.4532 0.8161 0.2220 0.2149 0.0887 0.0848 

. 
.0.5601 1.0086 0.3391 0.3351 0.2069 0.2049 

I 
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t~at ~he input amplitudes Dre roughly adjusted ~ith th~ aid of an 
D 

oscilloscope. Since the multirnct~r uses the average value of rectified 

AC signals to generate r.m.S. readings and is only calibrated for siue 

wave 

have 

mcasuremq~s,'~ ~he 

to be scaled down 

readi~gs obtained in measuring triangular ~aves 

by a factor b~ 1.11 to g1vc the average of the 

rectified trianJular wavy: from which the peak and the r.m.s. values can 

.pc calculated. For·n sine wave, the relations ben,cen the peak value P 

-----
and the second and fourth moments arc given ~y P~/2 arid 3P4/8 respectively. 

The corresponding values for a triangular wave arc p2/3 and p4/S. From 

the readings on the AC .range of multimeter, the peak valuC's of the input 

sine or triangular wave carr he calculated by using the fact that the 

average values of a rectified sine wave and a rectified triangular wave 

are 2P/w and P/2 respectively. Once the peak values arc determined, 

the second and fourth moments can be obtained by the relations mentioned 

earli0r. The theoretical values in tables 6.~ and 6.3 arc all based on 

these c~lculations. 

According to the specifications of the ADC82AG ADC, ~ total 

accuracy error, of .n LSB is possible at fuH scale, Wl~ means a maximum 

full sea le error of :to. 4". for the first moment. This inc ludes the effects 
./ 

of gain error, offset error, linearity error, differential linear error 

and power supply sensitivity. For the high order moments, the effect of 

truncating one bit ?f a nine bit two's complement number in the moment 

generator becomes very significant, especially when the ~mple val ues 

are small. This truncation adds 0.4·0 of uncertainty to t\e truncated 

number and since th'O such numpers are requi red to produce (l higher order 

moment, an additional error of 0.8% at full scale has to be added for 

each'increase in order of the moments from the first. Thus the ~3ximum 

, 
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, 
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" 
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error in the fourth moment is 2.8% at full scale and this value only 
\ 

appears when atl truncated bits in the above process are ones. 

With the major sources of error in the instrumen~ identified and 
( 

the values of each individu51 error estImated, various changes can be 
I ,.../ --- -- ' 

made to imprOVe(~ts accuracy. These arc presented as suggested further 

development in ~e next section. 

6.2 

\ 
\ 
/ 

Suggested Fur~er Development 
I 

/ 
The instrument implemented may lack the desired accuracy ~ some 

\. , 
applications. In situat~ons where more accurate higher order moments are 

necessary. the error in these moments can be immediately halved if an 
\ 

eight bit unsigned multiplier is available and substituted into the 

moment generator. 

since the products 

The truncati<;)fi Clrcuit can then be completel Y( eliminated 

from the multiplier are straight binary numbe~ and 

can be truncated by simply aropping the desireJ number of bits. A block 

diagram of the suggested new structure of the moment generator is shown 

in figure 6.~. The sign generator is for inserting a one at both lines 

MS and T0 Juring the times when the first and third moments arc accumulated 

if the sample is negative. 

Any further improvement In the overall accuracy of the- lnstrument 

re-quires an increase in the word-le-ngth of ,111 processes. The next logical 

step IS to increase the quanti:ation to twelve bits, which reduces the 
" 

quantization uncertainty to ±O.OI~~ of full sc~le. frror In the first 

moment is then dominated by the linearity error of the analog clrcyitry, 

which can be suppressed sufficiently by employing a 1etter clrcJit or more 

carefully trimming of the resistors.' A twelve bit multiplier has to be 

used to produce the higher order moments with the same truncation process 
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and the error in the fourth moment should be improved to within 1%. 

Tn the multiplexing accumulator, one additional tri-state latch is requircq 
• , " , ~ 

as its timing structu·re does no't allow. an eight bit latch , by each momen t 

to be shared by t\Yo moments. Simi lar exran.s~on in the bus. latches is 
. 

also necessary and thus if the adder 'in the multiplexing accumulator can 

be extended to 24 bits, more s~mples can be accumulated before the partlal. 
,} 

accumulations are latched to the bus latches to be pi~ked up by the 

microprocessor. This releases the microprocessor from frequent processing 

of the partial aCC~ulations and makes background processing of other 

tasks a possibility. The only software requiramcnts here are a slightly , 
.... " 

more complicated interrupt structure in the operatl~g system and· 

corresponding increase in s~ze o~ the storage registers. 

In some applications, tne sample size allowed by this instrument 

may ~e considered insufficient. This can be~remedieJ by cascading ~other 

8253 PIT to t.hp 
/') 't..) 

of m(:J\itude ~f 

one already in usc in the instrument to double the order 

the capacities of the counters. Some software alterations 

are necessary for accommodating the increase 1n magnitude of the total 

samp4cs accLlm\llatcd and the expanded range of parameters that C3n be lIsed 
, 

to control a measurement. The potent ial oura'tion of a measurement is 

also extended by such changes and the instrument may be used to cover a 

wid~r are~ of applications. 
"\ 
If speed is a cl'ltical f,ictor 1n the sampling 

proce't", the instrument can .lIW.lYS be upgraded to have a sampling rate 

of I ~s by uSll1g a faster A[)C ,md tightelllng the timlng of the processing 
• 

circuit. To process one moment in 250 ns, the system clod hus to be 

changed to .I "III: and high speed Schottky TLL gates arc necessary in parts 
\ 

of the tlming and control CIrcuit, 

• 
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All future development suggested so far tends to imply that l. , 
architecture of the instruemnt is~a flexible'one and can be tailored to 

'\ 4 , 

meet the requirements of a particular application. This is in fact one 

of th~ crit~ria based on which the instrument is designed. It also reflects .. 
the usefulness of a microprocessor in terms of its flexibility and 

int~lligence but exposes its speed limitations so that a mor~ efficient 

way of uti~izing its power can be developed. The immediate future of . 
iote lligent digital instrumentat.ion appears to be strong'Iy d'ependent on 

microprocessors . 
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